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1Abstract
The increasing use of mobile technology in everyday life has aroused interest into
developing new ways of utilizing the data collected by devices such as mobile phones
and wearable devices. Acoustic sensors can be used to localize sound sources if the
positions of spatially separate sensors are known or can be determined. However,
the process of determining the 3D coordinates by manual measurements is tedious
especially with increasing number of sensors. Therefore, the localization process has
to be automated. Satellite based positioning is imprecise for many applications and
requires line-of-sight to the sky. This thesis studies localization methods for wireless
acoustic sensor networks and the process is called self-localization.
This thesis focuses on self-localization from sound, and therefore the term acoustic is
used. Furthermore, the development of the methods aims at utilizing ad hoc sensor
networks, which means that the sensors are not necessarily installed in the premises
like meeting rooms and other purpose-built spaces, which often have dedicated
audio hardware for spatial audio applications. Instead of relying on such spaces and
equipment, mobile devices are used, which are combined to form sensor networks.
For instance, a few mobile phones laid on a table can be used to create a sensor
network built for an event and it is inherently dismantled once the event is over,
which explains the use of the term ad hoc. Once positions of the devices are estimated,
the network can be used for spatial applications such as sound source localization and
audio enhancement via spatial filtering. The main purpose of this thesis is to present
the methods for self-localization of such an ad hoc acoustic sensor network. Using
off-the-shelf ad hoc devices to establish sensor networks enables implementation of
many spatial algorithms basically in any environment.
Several acoustic self-localization methods have been introduced over the years. How-
ever, they often rely on specialized hardware and calibration signals. This thesis
presents methods that are passive and utilize environmental sounds such as speech
from which, by using time delay estimation, the spatial information of the sensor
network can be determined. Many previous self-localization methods assume that
audio captured by the sensors is synchronized. This assumption cannot be made
in an ad hoc sensor network, since the different sensors are unaware of each other
without specific signaling that is not available without special arrangement.
The methods developed in this thesis are evaluated with simulations and real data
recordings. Scenarios in which the targets of positioning are stationary and in motion
are studied. The real world recordings are made in closed spaces such as meeting
rooms. The targets are approximately 1 – 5 meters apart. The positioning accuracy
is approximately five centimeters in a stationary scenario, and ten centimeters in
a moving-target scenario on average. The most important result of this thesis is
presenting the first self-localization method that uses environmental sounds and
off-the-shelf unsynchronized devices, and allows the targets of self-localization to
move.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Humans can infer a lot of information from sound. For instance, we can tell in
which kind of environment we are, which kinds of sounds we hear, rough direction
and location of a sound event, and what is the source or phenomenon that has
caused the sound. It is appealing to research which properties of sound human
hearing extracts to make such conclusions. Hearing is a very complicated system,
but in recent decades several models have been presented that are able to mimic its
capabilities [Bre90][Bla96]. Since sound can provide a vast amount of information,
many computational systems are constantly being developed, and multiple systems
based on sound already exist in everyday technology. This thesis focuses on inferring
location from observed sounds such as speech.
Acoustic sensor networks are already common in specialized settings. For instance,
lecture rooms and meeting venues often have microphones, speakers, and video
cameras installed and they are utilized for various purposes. In a teleconference, the
person speaking could have a name tag rendered over his body in the video stream.
The location information of the person speaking can be used to steer and focus the
camera, and adjust microphone gain towards her/him. Such a system is proposed
in [LRGC01].
To enable this type of application, positions of sensory devices like microphones and
microphone-camera units are needed. The positions could be determined manually
during the installation of such a system. This is not a problem in case of a meeting
room with fixed brackets mounted on the walls. In order to introduce this technology
outside dedicated premises, mobile devices provide an appealing approach; instead of
fixed equipment, could one utilize smartphones and other consumer-level lightweight
devices for the same purposes as the dedicated hardware? Such devices are referred
to as ad hoc nodes because they are not necessarily permanently on the premises. A
node can be either a sensor, a source, or an entity consisting of a source and a sensor.
For instance, a mobile phone contains at least one sound source and one microphone
and therefore constitutes a node. In an acoustic positioning system installed in a
meeting room, the nodes are the individual microphones used for positioning, and
the participants of the meeting represent the sources1. A node can even consist of
a sound source and multiple sensors, which in practice is a miniature microphone
array with a speaker. Which node model is used, is a fundamental design parameter
of a self-localization algorithm. That is, which capabilities can be expected from a
node and can therefore be exploited in designing the self-localization method.
Figure 1.1 illustrates a dedicated microphone array and an ad hoc microphone array
1. A meeting room often contains other sources that are not necessarily of interest such as a video
projector and air-conditioning.
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which can be used for spatial audio applications. To obtain spatial information, the
array geometry is needed. In dedicated microphone arrays, the geometry is a design
parameter and therefore the information is available. However, dedicated devices are
often expensive and non-ubiquitous. The geometry of an ad hoc array needs to be
determined, but the equipment is generally available and inexpensive.
The determination of the geometry of an ad hoc microphone array can be done
in some cases using e.g. a tape measure, but clearly such a step in deployment is
impractical, not to mention unappealing or even impossible for a nontechnical user.
Furthermore, measurements made by hand may be of insufficient accuracy, which
leads to deteriorated spatial information. All in all, manual installation (positioning)
is cumbersome. This is one of the major motivations for automatic positioning, or
self-localization.
Self-localization for wireless sensor networks has been studied extensively. Such
networks usually consist of nodes capable of exchanging information, such as received
signal strength and time of arrival, via radio frequency signaling [PAK+05]. Using
acoustic signals for self-localization sets a different scenario, e.g., sound propagation
is often affected by objects present in a space including its building materials (the
walls, floor, and ceiling).
In addition to business applications, the amount of technology in the home environ-
ment is increasing and therefore there is a need for self-localization to build new
sound based applications. For instance, a home theater system could be tuned to
provide the optimal acoustic experience based on determining the location of a person
watching a movie. Speech based user interfaces benefit from signal enhancement that
can be implemented using microphone arrays [Zel88].
Given the examples above, self-localization is enabling technology, i.e., self-localization
facilitates the implementation of a variety of applications. There is a clear demand
for self-localization algorithms especially when smart rooms2 become more and more
common in business and eventually in homes. Some functions of smart rooms are
already in place. However, the utilization of data collected by the sensors is much
wider in scope. A smart room mainly for research purposes is presented in [NCMH09]
and it contains 85 microphones and 8 cameras that allow testing of various audio
technologies including automatic speech recognition, speaker identification, speech
activity detection, acoustic source localization, acoustic event detection, and speech
synthesis. The video cameras enable the development of video technologies such
as multi-camera localization and tracking, face detection and identification, body
analysis and head pose estimation, gesture recognition, object detection and analysis,
text detection, and global activity detection. Of course, the room of [NCMH09]
contains expensive equipment preventing its widespread adoption as such. But
testbeds are needed to research which kind of requirements apply for each part of the
system. A simpler version than the smart room of [NCMH09] is presented in [BAR05],
which researches the deployment of a sound source localization system in the home
environment. The study [BAR05] explores the use of sound source localization to
infer communication activity between people.
Besides smart room applications, self-localization makes some well-known tasks more
feasible and easier to implement such as microphone array calibration[SSP02][SMSP05].
2. A smart room is equipped with sensors such as microphones, cameras and other sensory elements
that can be used for various purposes, e.g., communication via video and audio.
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(a) A dedicated microphone array. (b) An ad hoc microphone array.
Figure 1.1. Information on the microphones’ relative locations is needed to use such
an array in speech enhancement. With a dedicated microphone array this information
is easily obtained. Self-localization is needed with an ad hoc microphone array to
acquire the distances between the nodes (e.g. mobile devices).
1.1 Self-localization Problem
Self-localization in this thesis refers to determining the relative positions of each node
of a network. The term is sometimes used also to refer to fine-tuning of node position
estimates. When discussing this type of self-localization, the term self-calibration is
more appropriate as used by Rockah [RS87]. Sometimes also the opposite is true –
self-calibration is used while self-localization is more appropriate term.
Self-localization typically utilizes internode measurements that relate to distances
between nodes. Measurements can be for instance Time of Arrival (TOA), Time
Difference of Arrival (TDOA), Angle of Arrival (AOA) and Received Signal Strength
(RSS). The measurements are often made from calibration signals. Several methods
that utilize ambient sounds have been presented including [PMH12][Thr05][MLH08].
These methods are often referred to as passive due to the fact that the self-localization
system itself does not transmit or emit anything itself.
Since the measurements are often relative to an arbitrarily selected node, one is
not able to derive physical locations of nodes. However, in many applications it is
desirable to obtain the physical coordinates. Therefore, there has to be some mapping
between the virtual coordinates derived from the internode measurements and the
physical location in which the sensor network lies. This mapping can be implemented
by measuring positions of a small subset of nodes manually. These special nodes are
often referred to as anchor, or beacon, nodes. If there are enough beacon nodes, the
self-localization problem turns into a source localization problem since measurements
made by known nodes can be used to localize each unknown node provided that the
unknown node is transmitting or emitting a signal that can be measured.
1.2 The Objectives and the Scope of the Research
The main objective of this thesis is to research and develop acoustic localization
and self-localization methods. The aim is to develop techniques for conditions in
which other methods cannot be used. Such conditions include closed spaces in
which many localization technologies such as satellite positioning systems fail or
are inaccurate. Passiveness of the developed localization methods is one of the
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 10
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Figure 1.2. An overview of spatial audio processing for localization and self-localization.
The work done in this thesis and its relation to other fields of spatial audio signal
processing is highlighted in gray.
major advantages, which is important in surveillance applications. The developed self-
localization methods aim at unobtrusiveness and ubiquitousness to provide techniques
for adoption in consumer applications. Therefore, ad hoc wireless acoustic sensor
networks using off-the-shelf equipment are specifically discussed in this thesis.
Figure 1.2 presents a typical processing path from sound signals collected by micro-
phones to spatial applications. A microphone array is a formation of microphones
that are placed in a known geometry. The number of microphones in an array varies
depending on application. In general, the increase in number of microphones improves
the accuracy and robustness. In an ad hoc microphone array, the distances between
microphones are unknown. The combination of microphones can form an ad hoc
array if they are close enough to measure the same acoustic events.
To obtain spatial information, the microphone signals are compared using techniques
that are able to extract differences between the signals. Typically, a time delay
is estimated using Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) techniques and coherence
estimation. Which technique is used depends on the expected sound field. This
thesis assumes a point source model and therefore TDOA estimation is used to
obtain spatial features of acoustic events. TDOA is used for the actual objective
self-localization and source positioning. The results of self-localization can be used in
many spatial audio applications such as beamforming and sound source separation.
The work done in this thesis and its relation to other fields of spatial audio signal
processing is highlighted in gray in Figure 1.2.
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1.3 Author’s Contributions
The author has carried out the majority of the research in each of the included
publications [P1]-[P5] with the exception of the following contributions:
• The research proposal of [P1] came from M. Ha¨ma¨la¨inen and the idea to use
state based approach from P. Pertila¨. The head of the research was P. Pertila¨.
• The research proposal of [P2] came from M. Ha¨ma¨la¨inen, and the work was
conducted in guidance of P. Pertila¨, who was the head of the research.
• The idea of [P3] is from the thesis author and the research was conducted in
guidance of A. Visa, who was also the head of the research.
• The idea in [P4] to utilize time-of-flight information came from P. Pertila¨.
The head of the research was A. Visa.
• [P5] is collaborative research conducted with T. Korhonen, P. Pertila¨, and P.
Pirinen. The head of the research was A. Visa.
This thesis itself is a new publication that presents the role of the research in [P1]-[P5]
in spatial signal processing, reviews similar and the author’s methods, and presents
applications for the developed methods.
The author’s earliest work on self-localization [P3] used studied the use of regulariza-
tion methods in a self-localization framework presented in [Fra06]. It was observed
that in the given sensor/microphone scenario, regularization methods improve the
robustness of the system.
This thesis provides a general framework for self-localization in quasi blind cases [P2].
The developed framework is able to operate with asynchronous data, estimates
positions of microphones and sound sources, and labels sources based solely on
TDOA measurements (i.e. without knowledge of microphone positions). It is assumed
that sources and microphones are non-moving and therefore the approach is not
entirely blind. However, the system can be used for many cases such as self-localization
in a meeting scenario. The system [P2] achieves an accuracy of approximately 10 cm
for real data measurements (meeting scenario).
A framework exploiting the node geometry is developed in [P1]. The system estimates
node (microphone-source combination) positions from TDOA measured by the nodes
themselves. The system is able to operate for non-moving nodes as well as for nodes
in motion and achieves a 3D positioning accuracy of approximately 10 cm for real
data in a four-node scenario, where two of the nodes are in motion simultaneously.
The geometry approximates a wearable device scenario and therefore is an example
that a reasonable assumption can make the self-localization problem easier to solve
and the solution implementable.
The main strides of this thesis in the field of acoustic self-localization include utilizing
ad hoc sensors and source, using environmental sound as source signal, allowing a
dynamic scenario while the self-localization algorithm is run, and writing algorithms
that enable use of consumer-level devices.
This thesis studies sound source localization using multiple arrays with known
microphone geometries, which was the early work and motivation for work on self-
localization. The investigated scenarios include large distance [P4] and room scale
[P5] setups. The source localization using multiple arrays has been widely researched
over the years. The main contribution of this thesis includes processing of data
collected from large inter-array distance networks requiring acknowledging differences
in propagation times from source to array, and approaches to combine information
for source localization.
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1.4 Outline of the thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background theory
and supporting methods, formulates the general self-localization problem, and presents
related and previous self-localization work. Chapter 3 presents the main work of this
thesis. The most relevant related methods for acoustic self-localization as well as
the methods developed in Publications [P1], [P2] and [P3] are reviewed. Chapter 4
presents sound source localization, which is one of the applications of the main work
of this thesis. The principles of two acoustic source localization techniques Time
Difference of Arrival (TDOA) based and Direction of Arrival (DOA) are presented.
The DOA based localization methods presented in Publications [P4] and [P5] are
reviewed. Chapter 5 concludes the results of the thesis.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter presents the background knowledge of self-localization. First, the prop-
erties of sound, how sound source energy propagates from the source, and how
the sound source can be measured are discussed. Then, the extraction of spatial
information from the observed sound is presented followed by previous work on
self-localization. Finally, supporting techniques and algorithms are discussed.
2.1 Sound
The concept of sound is easy to understand because it is a natural part of our everyday
lives for most humans. However, to model and build systems that utilize this physical
phenomenon, a more specific definition is needed. A sound is a disturbance that travels
through an elastic material that cause changes in pressure by displacement of the
particles in the material, which can be detected by an instrument or a person [Ber86].
One of the most significant properties of sound is its frequency content, that is, at
which rate the particles of the medium are being made to vibrate by the sound
source. Human beings are typically able to detect sound in a frequency range of
20− 20000 Hz, or vibrations per second.
Before reaching an observer or a sensor, the energy produced by a source propagates
as waves away from the source. Thus, air acts as the conveyor of the sound source
energy. Microphones measure the pressure change of the air and transform it to
electric signals. The amplitude of the signal reflects the energy of acoustic waves at a
given time. This chain of events is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
2.1.1 Acoustic Events
The definition of acoustic event may vary from one application to another. Acoustic
event here is defined as an action that results in the production of sound. However,
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Figure 2.1. The chain of sound production to digital signals.
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as distinct from any sound, an acoustic event has start and stop times. For instance,
a door that is closed produces an acoustic event. Instead, a continuous humming
sound produced by an air-conditioning device is often considered as background. Still,
a temperature controlled air-conditioning device when activated would produce such
a change in the acoustic environment, that it would be considered an acoustic event.
2.1.2 Sound Sources
Frequency, intensity, continuity and movement characterize sound sources. Having
knowledge about the characteristics of a source is often necessary when designing
acoustic systems.
Frequency : many natural signals that humans observe in their everyday life are
considered as broadband (e.g. speech, wind, and other environmental sounds), i.e.,
a sound source emits at multiple frequencies. By contrast, a sound source emitting
a sinusoidal tone at a single frequency or a source emitting at few closely spaced
frequency components is considered a narrowband source. The frequency range at
which a source emits is referred to as the bandwidth of the source.
Intensity : The energy produced by sound sources is transfered as waves. The intensity
describes the rate at which the energy flows through the medium per unit area in a
time unit (W/m2). Strictly speaking, the intensity is a vector quantity defined as the
product of particle velocity and the sound pressure. While designing algorithms and
systems, the intensity of the target sound source has to be taken into account, e.g.,
a low intensity target source may limit the operating range of an acoustic system.
Furthermore, a low intensity target may be masked by a higher intensity undesired
source.
Movement: The knowledge on whether a sound source has a capability of moving and
how fast is important in designing many acoustical systems. Loudspeakers installed
in a room can be assumed to be stationary in many cases. Humans and other animals
can be assumed to be able to move, but at a lower speed than cars for instance.
Continuity : Natural sound sources are often static or on/off type sources. For instance,
a human speaker emits a sound for a while, pauses, and then continues to speak.
Many artificial sounds may be impulse-like and brief (e.g. “beep”). From an acoustical
system design viewpoint, continuity is important in the case of multiple sources. For
instance, in human conversation of two speakers it is often the case that one speaker
talks then pauses as the other responds. Sound sources that are active only for short
time periods are hard to detect especially in the presence of multiple continuous
sources and background noise. Knowledge of continuity besides the number of sources
and source motion is an important feature from the data association viewpoint, that
is, from which source the energy observed at a certain time originated.
2.1.3 Sound Propagation
Sound causes the particles of the medium to vibrate, resulting in sound observation
in multiple locations. The propagation is actually a very complex process that is
affected by the surroundings and environmental conditions (e.g., temperature and
humidity). The modeling of propagation has been studied over the years and it is
understood quite well [Ber86]. However, in real environments parameters affecting
sound propagation vary all the time. On the other hand, if the amount of changes is
small, the propagation of sound is mostly defined by static parameters such as walls,
furniture, and other objects.
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The relative distance between source and receiver is one of the major propagation
modeling parameters. The distance defines whether a sound source is in near-field or
in far-field. Far-field means that sound wave propagation can be modeled as a plane
wave. For sound sources that are considered to be located in near-field with respect
to the receiver, the wavefront model is spherical. The accuracy of the localization
system is affected by whether the design assumes near-field conditions or far-field,
and how well the assumption is met during the operation of the system. Usually,
acoustical systems assume either near-field or far-field conditions.
In free field such as an anechoic chamber, sound wave propagation occurs along the
direct path to the receiver. In indoors, multipath sound propagation occurs. This
means that besides the direct path from the source to the receiver, the sound waves
experience reflections from walls and other surfaces. Reflections can be either specular
or diffuse. Specular reflections can be also referred to as mirror-like reflections. Waves
coming from a single incoming direction continue to a single outgoing direction. The
angle between propagation direction and surface normal of incoming and outgoing
waves is the same. Diffuse reflections cause sound waves to reflect from a surface into
multiple directions. Diffraction occurs when sound waves hit an object much smaller
than their wavelength; the sound waves bend around such objects rather than reflect
specularily from them [Ear03]. In this sense diffraction is similar to diffuse reflection
since the outgoing propagation direction depends on several parameters.[Nir04]
The above mentioned phenomena affecting wave propagation are present in rooms and
other enclosed spaces and they are defined by, e.g., room dimensions, wall materials,
furniture, and other objects and their materials. The acoustic properties of a space
is characterized by its reverberation time. It is defined as the time it takes for the
sound pressure level to attenuate 60 dB after a continuous sound source is turned
off [Ros90]. Reverberation time T60 is related to absorption coefficient γ, which defines
how much sound energy is absorbed by a surface. γ for a certain surface is defined by
incident angle, frequency, and material [Ber86]. Roughly speaking, a large space with
surfaces that have low γ has a long T60. A human observer would characterize this
kind of space as echoic or reverberant [Ear03]. An anechoic chamber is an extreme
example of a space with very low T60. In anechoic chambers every surface is made
of absorbing material. The floor is a floating net beneath which there is the same
sound absorbing material used on the walls and on the ceiling. From a system design
viewpoint one would desire a space with very low T60. However, real-world spaces
are often even designed to be reverberant (e.g., concert halls), since human beings
perceive such spaces as livelier than rooms with little reverberation [Ros90]. Sound
recording studios can often alter the level of reverberation using movable objects
making the room “live” or “dead” [Ear03].
Sound attenuates as it propagates through the medium. Attenuation comprises of
geometric spreading, atmospheric effects, and surface effects. In an anechoic chamber
and outdoors (i.e., free-field conditions), sound attenuates from a point sound source
approximately 6 dB each time the distance is doubled (inverse-square law) [Ear03].
Geometric spreading, i.e., the spreading of sound energy as a result of the expansion
of the wavefronts is independent of frequency [Tru99].
Atmospheric effects include air absorption and wind/temperature gradients. Air
absorption is caused by molecular relaxation and viscosity effects, the former of which
is more important. The amount of absorption depends on temperature, humidity, and
frequency. For instance, at 2 kHz the absorption is typically 0.25 dB / 100 m for 30
% relative humidity, and 20◦C. At higher frequencies, the absorption is greater. For
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instance, with 8 kHz sound, the absorption is 5 dB / 100 m for 10 % relative humidity
and 20◦C [Har66]. Since sound speed is dependent on temperature, local changes in
temperature affect the speed if air temperature is cooler at higher altitudes. This
results in bending of acoustic waves upwards (lower sound speed). Wind gradients
cause sound waves to bend depending on wind direction. Temperature and wind
gradients can cause greater sound level alteration than predicted by the geometric
spreading model [Tru99].
In the outdoors, surface effects consist of ground absorption and attenuation due
to trees and other obstacles. In urban environments, human built structures can be
very effective sound attenuators when designed acoustically [Tru99]. On the other
hand, many structures cause reflections and therefore cause echoic environments.
2.1.4 Sound Observation and Measurement Devices
After emission and propagation, the pressure changes of sound waves can be converted
into electrical form using a transducer. Microphones can be used as transducers
when frequencies of interest cover the typical human hearing range. There are
several types of microphones designed for specific purposes. One design parameter
is pickup pattern. Many pattern types have been introduced and the basic types
include omnidirectional, cardioid, supercardioid, hypercardioid, subcardioid, and
gradient [Ear03]. The omnidirectional pattern means that sound waves arriving from
all directions have equal gain. There are many applications in which it is desirable
that gain is different for certain directions. For measurement purposes, and mostly
for applications discussed in this thesis, omnidirectional microphones are most useful,
since amplifying sound from specific directions could leave target sound sources
undetected in the worst case.
Over the years several microphone types have been developed [Micb]. Modern mi-
crophones operating at audible frequencies are typically condenser microphones.
A microphone consists of a diaphragm that converts sound pressure changes into
voltage changes. In a condenser microphone, the diaphragm is essentially a capacitor.
The changes in air pressure lead to changes in capacitance, which in turn leads to
changes in voltage [Ear03]. The voltage changes are converted into digital form by
an analog-to-digital (AD) converter. From the viewpoint of mobile and embedded
technology, the most interesting microphone type is a Micro Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) based microphone [WBBZ06], which is usually a variant of a
condenser microphone. MEMS microphones implement diaphragm, preamplifier, and
an AD converter on a silicon chip making it very easy to install. These can be found,
e.g., in mobile devices. Besides small size, reliability and good sound quality are
benefits of MEMS microphones. For instance, a typical signal to noise ratio (SNR) is
approximately 60 dB [MEM].
2.2 Time-delay Estimation
Time delay in this context refers to propagation time between two sensors. More
specifically, sound is received first by the sensor which is closer to the source, and
after a time delay, sound reaches the sensor farther away.
Time-delay estimation is the key to sound source localization and self-localization,
since it can be directly measured from the sensors. Time-delay between two mi-
crophones can be used to determine the direction of arrival of a sound source and
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multiple time delays measured between a set of microphones can be used to sound
source localization. A common way to estimate the delay between two signals is to
calculate cross-correlation [Wei] between the signals.
rx1,x2(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x1(t)x2(t+ τ) dt, (2.1)
where τ is the time delay between x1 and x2. Because the signals are discretely
sampled, cross-correlation can be only estimated. The time delay can be estimated
by seeking a delay τ that maximizes the cross-correlation function:
τˆ = argmax
τ
rx1,x2(τ) (2.2)
The Fourier transform of cross-correlation function is defined as follows.
Gx1,x2(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞
rx1,x2(t)e
−j2pift dt, (2.3)
Gx1,x2(f) denotes the cross spectral density.
2.2.1 Generalized Cross Correlation (GCC)
When working with real world signals, the cross-correlation function (2.1) is affected
by e.g. background noise and reverberation, which causes spurious peaks in (2.1).
The Generalized Cross Correlation introduces a weighting scheme to the correlation
function. The weighting improves the robustness of TDE since it effectively filters
the input signals in such a way that the maximum of GCC is more prominent than
in (2.1). Generalized Cross Correlation is defined [KC76] as follows
rP (τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ΦP (f)Gx1,x2(f)e
j2pifτ df, (2.4)
where the connection of cross spectral density and inverse Fourier transform is utilized.
ΦP (f) is a frequency weighting function enabling utilizing possible a priori knowledge
about the input signals. Different kinds of weight functions can be used to shape
the correlation function. The purpose of the different weighting schemes is to make
the peak of the cross correlation function more prominent and thus provide a more
robust estimate time delay estimate.
A popular weighting scheme is Phase Transform (PHAT)
ΦP (f) =
1
|Gx1,x2(f)|
. (2.5)
PHAT weighting results in unity amplitude for all frequencies. Theoretically, PHAT
should make the correlation function an impulse function, where the impulse occurs
at the instant corresponding to the time delay between the signals. In general, the
cross correlation function has several peaks resulting from echo and noise sources,
and PHAT lowers the other peaks, making picking the peak corresponding to the
direct path propagation easier [VDBBK+12]. Other weighting schemes such as the
Roth Impulse Response, the Smoothed Coherence Transform (SCOT), the Eckart
Filter, and the HT Processor are compared e.g. in [KC76] and in [Tas09].
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2.3 Self-localization Methods – Related Work
The digitized signals measured spatially apart can be analyzed to derive information
about the spatial properties of the sensor network. The goal of the self-localization
algorithm is to localize the sensors. Some methods localize the sound sources after
the sensors have been localized. The key to self-localization is to be able to detect
differences from spatially separate observations, and use the differences to obtain the
locations. The observed differences are by nature relative, which means that only
relative positions can be estimated. To estimate physical positions, many methods
also apply a priori knowledge to fix the relative location estimates to a physical
coordinate system. The choice of a method depends on many factors including the
application of the self-localized sensor, how accurately the sensor need to be localized,
what kind of a priori knowledge there is if any, are the sensor and/or sources moving,
what is the type and quality of the signals that sensors are measuring. Self-localization
has been studied widely in wireless sensor networks and an overview and analysis
can be found in [PAK+05]. In the following, self-localization and related technologies
that have been developed and studied over the years are discussed.
2.3.1 RF and Ultrasound Based Self-localization Methods
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) based node localization can be used to
perform self-localization. However, this requires that every node in the network must
contain a GNSS receiver. Furthermore, such a system is dependent on an auxiliary
system and is only able to operate outdoors. For many applications the positioning
accuracy of GNSS is far too coarse. Even with differential GPS the accuracy is of order
tens of centimeters. For regular GPS the accuracy is of order several meters [HT08].
Other issues using GNSS include energy consumption and increase in cost.
A cricket location-support system [PCB00, MO07] is designed for indoors node
localization. The cricket location support system design goals are privacy (listeners
are passive), decentralized administration (owner of premises installs the beacons),
network heterogeneity (the system is not coupled to a specific networking technology),
and low cost per unit [PCB00]. The system uses beacons and nodes (static and mobile)
that have listeners attached to them. Beacons’ locations are known or obtained
manually. Listeners use a combination of RF and ultrasound hardware and measure
Time of Flight (TOF) to determine their ranges to beacons. Thus the system is
suitable for dedicated spaces in which localizing of nodes is needed. Once in place,
the cricket location-support system has shown to be an enabling technology (via its
possibility to locate listeners) for various applications such as indoor active maps
and device control [PCB00].
Simultaneous Localization and Tracking (SLAT) is a method developed for localizing
sensor nodes which uses a moving target called mobile to localize sensor nodes.
SLAT is related to Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) ([DWB06]), a
technique used in mobile robotics for tracking a target in a sensor network while
simultaneously localizing the nodes of the network. SLAT determines distance to the
nodes by the mobile emitting events measured by sensor nodes. Tracking techniques,
e.g., Bayesian filtering are used to determine sensor node locations and mobile
locations concurrently. The initial localization guesses can be obtained, e.g., from
radio connectivity information. [TRB+06]
Ad hoc Positioning System [NN01] is a distributed, hop-by-hop positioning algorithm.
It uses connectivity information to localize the nodes of the network. Connectivity
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is a binary value of whether two nodes are within their communication range or
not. The network is seen as a graph and the edges of the graph carry connectivity
information. The network has special nodes called landmarks that are used to
fix the graph to physical coordinates. The landmarks are equipped with GNSS
functionality or other functionality that estimates the global coordinates of the
landmark. The immediate neighbors can determine distance to landmarks nodes
using signal strength measurement using a propagation method, the second hop
neighbors are able to determine their distance to the landmark and so forth. Each
node maintains information about landmark coordinates and hop count. A landmark
calculates average hop size using other landmarks and transmits that information to
the network.
Many techniques presented above assume the properties of RF wave propagation
and therefore they do not account for the issues encountered with acoustic signals.
The situation is very different with acoustic wave propagation when comparing, e.g.,
signal attenuation, propagation speed, and behavior when encountering physical
objects.
A Self-Organizing Map (SOM) based self-localization method for a wireless sensor
network is proposed in [GGM07]. The method however can be applied to other
networks if connectivity information or more specifically, a hop-count matrix can
be derived. Basically, an entry in the hop-count matrix is similar to the pairwise
distance between two nodes. The method produces relative coordinates of nodes. A
distinctive feature in the method as in many other connectivity information based
methods is that it is able to operate with deficient input data, i.e., the existence of
distance information between every node pair is not required. The main drawback
of [GGM07] is convergence in case of random initialization of the algorithm.
In [ERB+14] a self-localization method of a moving receiver is presented. The
method uses TDOA estimates from ultrasound, making it unobtrusive for humans.
The drawback of the system is the requirement of an infrastructure of ultrasonic
transmitters, their careful placement in a room, and a side channel for data association.
2.3.2 Self-localization Using Acoustic Signals
This class of methods uses acoustical signals to self-localize network nodes. Another
emerging feature is that the methods presented here do not use auxiliary hardware
or systems.
In [Fra06] an acoustic self-localization method is presented, which determines 3D sen-
sor coordinates. The system estimates TDOA from several sources at known locations.
Besides known source locations, it is assumed that the signals are synchronized. A sys-
tem of non-linear equations similar to near-field sound source localization techniques
(see e.g. [HBEM01][SA87b][MH95][WM97]) is solved for 3D sensor coordinates.
In [RKL03][RKL05] a method for self-localization of an ad hoc heterogeneous network
is proposed. Heterogeneous network here means that nodes can be different types of
devices such as laptops and tablets. It is assumed that each node has a microphone,
a loudspeaker and wireless communication capabilities. The system estimates TDOA
between microphones and TOF between microphones and loudspeakers, and finally
the actual (unknown) and the estimated TDOAs are formulated as a nonlinear cost
function. The nonlinear cost function is initialized with node location estimates
obtained using Multidimensional scaling (MDS), which is described in Section 2.4.
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In order to apply MDS, measurements between all node pairs i.e. microphone-
loudspeaker, microphone-microphone and loudspeaker-loudspeaker are needed. Since
the latter two cannot be measured, clustering is performed for microphones and
loudspeakers that are close to each other (i.e. located in the same device). This allows
the use of MDS.
Matrix factorization based methods have been proposed in [Thr05] and [PN08]. These
methods use a matrix factorization technique to ease the nonlinear optimization
problem. In [Thr05] a method called structure from sound (SFS) is proposed. It
performs self-localization from environmental acoustic events, which are not generated
by the network itself. The sensors measure TOF with respect to the first sensor,
which is chosen to be in the origin. This relative measurement results in cancellation
of emission times that are unknown in the formulation. Using SVD on the relative
distance matrix (derived from relative TOFs) and assuming that acoustic events
are in the far-field, results in a nonlinear optimization problem with only four
unknown parameters (2D self-localization). This eases the optimization, since the
original SFS problem is a function of the number of sound sources, sensors, and
coordinate dimensions. In [LW08] Thrun’s approach is extended to take measurement
uncertainty into account. In [PN08], instead of the far-field assumption of [Thr05],
spherical wave propagation is assumed. A rank-5 matrix factorization approach is
proposed in [PN08] to ease the nonlinear optimization problem (in [Thr05] SVD
is rank-3 factorization in 3D space). After factorization, constraints are applied to
the estimated node locations to satisfy the formulation. This approach requires 10
microphones and 4 sources to solve the positions (or 10 sources and 4 microphones).
Further refinements to matrix factorization based approaches to self-localization are
presented in [CDBM12], [CDBBM12], and in [BKA˚15].
A method presented in [MLH08] is directed to microphone array self-localization or
calibration in diffuse sound field. An extension to [MLH08] is presented in [HPF+09],
which uses multiple microphone arrays and sound source localization to estimate
relative rotation and translation of an array pair. Both methods are designed for
relatively small intra-sensor distances of approximately 20 cm or smaller.
In [HF11] a self-localization method for an ad hoc network consisting of smartphones is
proposed, which is similar to [RKL03, RKL05] in that microphones and loudspeakers
are basically at the same position. Also the integrated compasses of the devices are
used to obtain orientation of the device. The benefit is the reduction of free parameters
because loudspeaker coordinates are solely dependent on microphone coordinates.
The approach [HF11] takes into account the fact that in ad hoc networks the devices
are asynchronous. To estimate the distances, TDOA are used. TDOA estimates are
corrected with capture start times to take asynchronous infrastructure into account.
Capture start times are estimated by using an arbitrary microphone as a reference
and setting its capture time to zero and using a recursive method to estimate for the
remaining microphones. Using the knowledge that certain microphone and loudspeaker
pairs are near to each other, MDS is applied to obtain initial estimates. The MDS
coordinates are then rotated and translated to satisfy coordinate restrictions that
are set to fix a coordinate system. Finally, the coordinates are iteratively optimized.
[JSHU12] present a microphone array network self-calibration method that uses
Direction of Arrival (DOA) measurements estimated from reverberant speech. The
DOA measurements from all microphone arrays are collected to a cost function
that has its minimum when the predicted DOA is close to the measured DOA. The
measurements are collected from a speech source that moves around the space. The
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drawback of this system is that the node has to be able to produce DOA information
rather than raw audio.
[OKIS09] presents a self-localization method estimating TDOA from environmental
speech. The method attacks the general self-localization problem using auxiliary
functions that are optimized instead of the original cost function. The method is
able to operate on asynchronously recorded signals. The solution of the optimization
problem requires (K − 4)(L− 4) ≥ 9, where K is the number of sources and L is
the number of microphones. In practice the requirement is fulfilled by assuming a
moving source and considering sound events at each time as a different source, which
increases K easily. The method is able to estimate the positions of microphones,
sources and temporal offsets. The drawback of this method is the large number of
required iterations and possibility of getting stuck to a local minimum.
In [PMH12], a self-localization method designed for reverberant spaces is proposed. It
is assumed that sound sources are surrounding the sensor network and as sound waves
travel through a microphone pair, TDOA between them can be estimated. When a
sound source is located at endfire directions (see Figure 3.1), the maximum TDOA
value is observed corresponding to the distance between a microphone pair. The
method is designed to take the reverberant environment into account by introducing
a set of nonlinear techniques to detect TDOA outliers. Once pairwise microphone
distances are estimated, MDS is used to convert distance information into relative
Cartesian coordinates. The method does not require that sensors are synchronized
as the unknown time offsets are cancelled out in the formulation.
2.3.3 Summary of Related Work
For many applications and as underlying technology self-localization is convenient and
unobtrusive when using acoustic environmental signals. Self-localization using other
measurements requires additional hardware and is therefore more inflexible than audio.
However, there are many challenges conducting self-localization from environmental
audio. These include complexity of the problem especially with increasing number
of nodes, data association, reverberant environments, and asynchronous signals.
Therefore, solving the self-localization problem benefits greatly if there is some
knowledge about, e.g., node model, node motion, and sound field. Many proposed
methods utilize a priori knowledge and are able to meet the required performance
in the applications they are designed for. Completely blind cases are generally the
hardest and possibly require several assisting subsystems such as Multiple Target
Tracking (MTT) along with the core self-localization method.
Table 2.1 groups different types of self-localization systems that are relevant in the
scope of this thesis, since they can use acoustic measurements1. The main categories
are matrix factorization based methods, MDS based methods, Diffuse Sound Field
based methods, and Blind methods.
Two kinds of sound field models are used: diffuse and point source. Diffuse sound
is encountered in high-reverberant environments (T60 > 400 ms) such as cars while
driven and office premises. Point source model, i.e., acoustic events from a single
source, propagate along the direct path in low reverberant spaces. In reality, multipath
propagation occurs, but the energy mainly travels via the direct path.
Especially in ad hoc sensor networks, the synchronization of audio streams measured
at different locations is crucial. In practice this means connecting the input of each
1. However, many methods are themselves not necessarily limited to acoustic input.
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Table 2.1. Taxonomy of acoustic self-localization methods.
Matrix Factorization
based methods
MDS based methods Diffuse Sound Field
methods
Blind methods
Sound field model Point source Point source Diffuse Point source
Synchronization Estimated or side channel
synchronization
Not needed Side channel synchroniza-
tion
Estimated
Solution Closed-form+iterative Iterative Iterative Iterative
Node model microphones and sources
are separated
Node consists of a micro-
phone and a source
microphones and sources
are separated
microphones and sources
are separated
References [BKA˚15],[BT04],
[Thr05], [LW08], [PN08],
[CDBM12]
[PMH12], [HF11], [P1] [MLH08], [HPF+09] [OKIS09], [P2]
sensor to a single analog-to-digital converter, which can be inconvenient and at
least requires additional hardware. Many proposed self-localization methods assume
synchronization, or some methods use a special side channel (e.g. via RF). Yet again,
additional protocol and/or hardware is required.
The choice of self-localization method is affected by the node model and the applica-
tion. The methods can be iterative, closed-form, and a combination of iterative and
closed-form solution. Often a closed-form solution is computed first after which itera-
tive methods are used to force a set of constraints derived from a priori information
on, e.g., the sound propagation model.
The matrix factorization based methods presented so far assume a point source model,
time synchronization, or a side-channel synchronization. Often some assumption on
whether a sound source is in the far-field or the near-field is used to simplify the
problem.
MDS based methods assume that a node consists of a source and a sensor, which
implies that they do not need accurate sample level synchronization. This results
from cancellation of temporal offsets (see e.g. [PMH12]). However, rough alignment
of signals collected from ad hoc networks is required in practice due to framewise
processing of signals. The MDS algorithm used to estimate the positions from pairwise
distance estimates is iterative.
Diffuse Sound Field methods are directed to high-reverberant environments. The
node network consists of spatially separate sensors and sources.
Blind methods aim to estimate the positions of spatially separate sources, sensor, and
temporal sensor offsets. The basic idea is to perform self-localization via optimization
of the general self-localization problem. The input to the system is TDOA and data
association information. The drawbacks of the blind methods stem from the nature
of the optimization problem.
2.4 Multidimensional Scaling
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a technique that aims at representing the original
data set xi ∈ Rl×1, i = 1, . . . , n in a lower dimensional space while keeping the
error between the newly represented data and the original data as low as possible
(n denotes the number of samples). One of the obvious benefits of this process is
visualization of the multidimensional data.
A similar technique that aims at dimensionality reduction is Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). PCA retains the covariance matrix as precisely as possible [DHS01].
MDS aims to dimensionality reduction while retaining differences in the data. For
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instance, if the data is clustered in some way, these clusters are preserved in the
re-presentation obtained using MDS.
As input MDS has a dissimilarity matrix D ∈ Rn×n. That is, each element describes
the difference between two data points. Therefore the dissimilarity matrix is by
definition symmetric and its diagonal elements are zero. If the differences are metric
D is also referred to as distance matrix.
MDS algorithms can be classified into different categories depending on interpretation
of the dissimilarity matrix. Classical MDS assumes that the dissimilarities are
distances and finds coordinates to explain them by minimizing a stress function called
strain. Metric MDS generalizes the classical method, e.g., by introducing weights
into the optimization, and relaxes the assumption on considering the dissimilarities
as distances. Non-metric MDS further relaxes the assumption on dissimilarities, and
non-metric models represent only the ordinal properties in the estimation, e.g., two
entries d12 = 5 and d34 = 4 of the dissimilarity matrix are estimated in such a way
that dˆ12 > dˆ34, where dˆij denotes an element of the estimated dissimilarity matrix.
In general MDS estimates another data set yi ∈ Rk×1, i = 1, . . . , n, where k is
the new dimension (typically k < l) and for which the estimated distance matrix
Dˆ = (||yi − yj||) is similar to the distance matrix D.
It is important to note that also zi = Ayi + c, i = 1, . . . , n is a solution that fulfills
the constraints set by MDS. The solution is thus non-unique and can be reflected (i.e.
mirrored), rotated, or translated. A is referred to as rotation and reflection matrix,
and c is a translation vector. The transformation that MDS is subject to is discussed
in detailed in Section 2.5.
In summary, the fundamental idea of multidimensional scaling is to search a mapping
that transforms the original data
X =
 x
T
1
...
xTn
 ∈ Rn×k to the new data set Y =
 y
T
1
...
yTn
 ∈ Rn×l .
In metric multidimensional scaling the entries in the dissimilarity matrix are rep-
resentable, e.g., as distances in the Euclidean space. Then, the task is to search a
configuration Y that minimizes the error
σ2 =
∑
i 6=j
(dˆij − dij)2. (2.6)
However, if the data is known to include errors, this implies that the actual distances
are undiscoverable. The error function can be modified as follows
σr =
√√√√∑i 6=j(dˆij − dij)2∑
i 6=j d
2
ij
, (2.7)
which is known as stress metric proposed by Kruskal [Kru64].
Kruskal’s stress is also used in case the data is measured on an ordinal scale, that
is, the entries in the dissimilarity matrix are measured by their relative order. This
is known as non-metric multidimensional scaling[Wic03]. Besides (2.7), other error
functions can be used to find the optimal configuration (see [BG97] for details). The
optimization of (2.7), i.e., the estimation of the configuration, can be performed
using the Shepard-Kruskal method [AWC+07].
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Table 2.2. The properties and grouping of transformations by invariance.
Transformation Group Transformation Invariance
Rigid motion (isometry) rotation distances
reflection
translation
Similarity transformation rotation ratio of distances
reflection
translation
dilation (scaling)
2.5 Coordinate Transformations and Graph Ambiguities
Methods that use the estimated distances between points (e.g. MDS) to determine
their coordinates result in a representation that is non-unique. Rigid body transfor-
mations, like rotation and reflection, can be applied to the configuration without
violating the conditions that led to the configuration estimate. Furthermore, transla-
tion can be applied without violations, since it means that all points are translated by
exactly the same amount and in the same direction. Besides rigid motions (translation,
rotation, and reflection), there is dilation (or scaling). It refers to the magnification
or reduction of the whole configuration. Dilations, like rigid-body transformations,
do not affect ratios of distances [BG97].
Dilations together with rigid motions are referred to as similarity transformations.
The transformations preserve the shape, but not necessarily the size of the config-
uration. Table 2.2 (adapted from [BG97]) summarizes the transformation group,
transformations and invariance. Invariance is a property of a configuration that is
unchanged by the transformations listed in the respective column.
In Table 2.2 “ratio of distances” refers to the fact that if the distance of nodes i and
j is doubled or trebled, also the distance between another node pair, say k and l,
is doubled or trebled. Thus in MDS and similar methods even dilation has to be
recovered if physical coordinates are of interest.
2.5.1 Flip and Flex Ambiguities
So called component-based methods localize the whole set of points as a shape or
structure whereas single unit based methods localize each point sequentially.
Flip and flex ambiguities refer to alternative representations, or realizations, of
the point configuration, i.e., the component, that still satisfy the same restrictions
set by the distance measurements. An algorithm may converge to either of the
representations, however, one of the two may differ drastically from the ground truth.
2.5.2 Flip ambiguity
Flip ambiguity occurs when there are points in the configuration that are collinear,
that is, the points lie approximately on the same line. Then, a neighboring point can
be flipped across the line without violating the distance constraints or changes in a
cost function that is being optimized. [WLY+10]
Figure 2.2 illustrates the problem. The edge AD forms the “mirror” with respect to
which vertex E is repositioned at Ef . The illustration is adapted from [MLRT04].
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Figure 2.2. Flip ambiguity. The vertex E and its flipped representation Ef satisfy the
distance constraints. However, one of them deteriorates the localization performance
by possibly being far from the ground truth.
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Figure 2.3. Discontinuous flex ambiguity. If edge AD is removed, the graph can flex in
the direction of the arrow, taking on a different configuration after AD is reinserted
while preserving all edge lengths, i.e., distance constraints.
The occurrence of the flex ambiguity has been researched in [KFM09]. Methods for
detecting the existence of ambiguous realization have been developed to mitigate
the problem. In [MLRT04], the authors propose the probabilistic method of robust
quadrilaterals, where the point localization is seen as a two-dimensional graph
realization problem and it is designed to localize the points using approximate edge
lengths as input. Ultimately, the point locations are discovered up to a global rotation
and translation.
2.5.3 Discontinuous Flex Ambiguity
This ambiguity occurs when the removal of one edge will allow part of the graph
to be flexed to a different configuration and the removed edge reinserted with the
same length. This type of deformation is distinct from continuous flex ambiguities
which are present only in non-rigid graphs [MLRT04]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the
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discontinuous flex ambiguity resulting in two different configurations with the same
distance information. The illustration is adapted from [MLRT04].
2.6 The Kalman Filter
A brief introduction of the Kalman filter [Kal60] is presented, which is one of utilized
techniques in this thesis. A comprehensive and an intuitive tutorial to the Kalman
and General Kalman filters can be found e.g. in [WB95].
The Kalman filter is often used to adaptively learn, or model, a linear or a non-linear
system. Ideally, the trained filter produces the same output as the real system with
any defined input for the target system.
The Kalman filter models a system by measurement, state and update variables. The
measurement is the value read from the system output. The state variables present
the system internal condition and the update variables are used to update the state
variables. In this sense, the Kalman filter is system with feedback that corrects the
system towards the desired output. Figure 2.4 presents the cycle of the Kalman filter.
From the self-localization viewpoint, system state, or filter state, represents the loca-
tions or variable that reflects the locations of sensors and sources. The measurement
is the quantity or a set of quantities that are being observed from the system. For
instance, measurement can be sound intensity level or time difference of arrival. From
the viewpoint of a filter it is irrelevant what is being measured. However, the quantity
that is measured may have properties that lead to undesired operation of the Kalman
filter if the assumptions and the parameters of the filter deviate too much from the
actual phenomenon. For instance, the measurement may originate from other targets,
be deteriorated by background noise and environmental conditions (e.g. reverberation
in case of sound), and suffer from possible errors caused by measurement equipment.
Using the terminology of Figure 2.4, there are two kinds of equations related to the
Kalman filter operation: time update equations and measurement update equations.
The time update equations map the current state to obtain a priori estimates for
the state variables in the next step. The measurement update equations connect
the feedback (the new measurement) with the a priori estimate to get the posterior
estimate of the state. Thus “Corrector” (see Figure 2.4) adjusts the estimates of
“Predictor” into the correct direction by providing additional information. The state
and covariance estimates should be closer to the true values since more information
is added when updating measurements.
2.6.1 The Discrete Kalman Filter System Model
The Kalman filter models the state xk ∈ Rn×1 of a system according to
xk = Axk−1 +Buk +wk−1, (2.8)
where A ∈ Rn×n maps the previous state at k − 1 of the system to the current state
at k. uk ∈ Rl×1 is an input to the system. The matrix B ∈ Rn×l maps the input to
the current state. The input is omitted if there is no active element contributing to
the state. wk−1 is the process noise since the previous step k − 1.
The measurement y or the output of a system is modeled as
yk = Hxk + vk, (2.9)
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where H ∈ Rm×n maps the state to the system output. vk is the measurement noise
at the current step k. Also the matrices in (2.8) and (2.9) may change over time,
which is then indicated with notation Ak, Bk, and Hk.
2.6.2 The Adjustment of the Kalman Filter
The question on how to adjust the filter to produce the desired output involves
choosing the criterion. Intuitively, an error signal is used to achieve this. xˆ−k denotes
the a priori state estimate at k. The posterior error estimate, i.e., the information
provided by the measurement yk used to update the a priori xˆ
−
k is denoted as xˆk.
2
A priori error and a posteriori error are defined as follows.
e−k = x
−
k − xˆ−k
ek = xk − xˆk (2.10)
The covariance matrices of the state errors is written as
P−k = E{e−k e−Tk }
Pk = E{ekeTk }.
(2.11)
The posterior state estimate xˆk is updated using the prior information and the
current measurement. The posterior estimate is written as
xˆk = xˆ
−
k +Kk(yk −Hxˆ−k ), (2.12)
where Kk ∈ Rn×m is Kalman gain and (yk −Hxˆ−k ) is innovation. The latter is the
difference between the actual and the predicted measurement. The Kalman gain is
to be adjusted so that the posterior covariance is minimized. The minimization is
performed by first substituting (2.12) into the definition of posterior error (2.10),
substituting it to the definition of posterior covariance (2.11), performing the expec-
tation operation, differentiating the trace of the result with respect to Kk, setting
the result equal to zero, and then solving it for Kk [WB95]. The details of obtaining
Kk can be found e.g. in [BH97].
The resulting gain is written as follows.
Kk = P
−
k H
T (HP−k H
T +R)−1 (2.13)
R denotes the measurement error covariance.
The illustration in Figure 2.4 summarizes the operation of the discrete Kalman filter.
Note that in the beginning the state of the filter has to be initialized. Choosing the
initial values is non-trivial and any a priori knowledge should be utilized.
2.7 Matrix Decompositions
Matrix decompositions are useful, for instance, finding an inverse of a matrix. This
results from the fact that often the constituent matrices are special matrices that
are easier calculate analytically than the original matrix.
2. The minus in the superscript of a variable in the theory refers always to a priori estimate
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$$
Time Update (“Predict”) Measurement Update (“Correct”)
xˆ−k = Axˆk−1 +Buk Kk = P
−
k H
T (HP−k H
T +R)−1
xˆk = xˆ
−
k +Kk(yk −Hxˆk)
P−k = E{e−k e−Tk } = APk−1AT +Q Pk = (I −KkH)P−k
ee
Figure 2.4. The Kalman filter update equations. The two phases keep repeating one
after the other until some stopping criterion is met.
2.7.1 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
Any matrix A can be presented as A = UDV H [GVL96], where matrix U represents
the column space and matrix V the row space of A, respectively. The column space
is defined as follows. Let B be an m×n matrix and c1, . . . , cn its n columns and they
are called column vectors. A linear combination of these is β1c1 + β2c2+, . . . ,+βncn,
where βi, i = 1, . . . , n are scalars. A set of all such combinations of c1, . . . , cn is
called the column space of B [Gro95]. The row space is defined similarly, but the
column vectors are replaced with row vectors ri, i = 1, . . . ,m. D is a matrix with
non-negative real numbers on the diagonal and they are the singular values of A. H
denotes the conjugate-transpose operation.
2.7.2 Eigenvalue Decomposition (EVD)
Let B be an N ×N matrix with linearly independent eigenvectors qi, i = 1, . . . , N .
Then B can be factorized as B = QΛQ−1, where Q is an N × N matrix and its
ith column is the eigenvector qi of B. Λ is the diagonal matrix and its ith diagonal
element λi is the ith eigenvalue value of B.
Matrix Q is by definition orthogonal, since its columns are orthogonal. Thus, it is
always invertible and QT = Q−1. As a consequence, the inverse of the original matrix
is written as follows: B−1 = QΛ−1Q−1 = QΛ−1QT , where Λ−1 = diagd 1
λ1
, . . . , 1
λN
c.
Note especially that B has to be a square matrix, which is one of the essential
differences between this method and SVD.
2.7.3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
One of the main uses of PCA is in dimensionality reduction in such a way that
the reconstructed lower dimensional data contains as much as possible of original
information [JW92]. Principal components can be thought of as axes of an imaginary
ellipsoid surrounding a data cloud. Mathematically PCA is an orthogonal linear
transformation that maps data into a new coordinate system, where the greatest
variation of data shows on the first axis (i.e. the first principal component), and the
second largest variation on the second axis, and so on. All the axes are orthogonal to
each other.
The procedure to perform PCA via eigenvalue decomposition is as follows. The
covariance matrix C of the data points is estimated, i.e., C = XXT , where X =[
x1 − x¯, x2 − x¯, . . . , xn − x¯
]
T and x¯ = 1
n
∑n
i=1 xi. Then, eigenvalue decomposition
is done on the covariance matrix resulting in C = MDMT (see Section 2.7.2). The
principal components are the columns of M . Using the principal components, the
data X is projected on the principal axes:
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X˜ = XM, (2.14)
where M = [m1c, . . . ,mnc]
T , c = 1, . . . , n′. n′ is the new dimensionality typically
chosen to be n′ < n. X˜ is the reconstructed data in the new dimension n′. The
contribution of each principal component in the reconstruction decreases as c increases.
A detailed presentation of PCA can be found in [Jol02].
2.7.4 Rank-N Matrix Factorization
Let us define a matrix A ∈ Rm×p with rank r ≤ min{m, p}. Any matrix can be
presented with its SVD: A = UDV H , where U ∈ Rm×m and V ∈ Rp×p. Now if
D =
[
Σ 0
0 0
]
,
where Σ is a diagonal matrix with strictly positive singular values, i.e. [Bjfrm[o]–5]:
Σ = diagdσ1, . . . , σrc,
then the full-rank factorization and thus rank-r approximation for SVD of the original
A is
UrΣV
H
r = [u1, . . . ,ur]Σ[v1, . . . ,vr]
H ,
where Ur and Vr are submatrices of U and V keeping the first r columns, respectively.
2.8 Ill-posed Problems and Their Solution
The problem (3.13) is of form
Ax = m, (2.15)
where A ∈ Rm×n, x ∈ Rn×1 and m ∈ Rm×1.
In contrast to an ill-posed problem, a well-posed problem is defined as follows. (H1)
the solution x exists, (H2) the solution is unique, and (H3) the solution depends
continuously on the data. H1, H2 and H3 are Hadamard’s conditions [Jac04]. The
failure of H1 and H2 is noticeable often in problem formulation, whereas the failure
of H3 is more hazardous, since the problem may be solved but the solution can be
erroneous.
2.8.1 Truncated SVD
The regularization is based on performing the matrix inverse via SVD (see Sec-
tion 2.7.1).
Matrix A can only be classically inverted if m = n and all its singular values are
strictly positive. Otherwise the inverse is written as A−1 = V D−1UT , where
D−1 = diagd 1
d1
, 1
d2
, · · · , 1
dj
, · · · , 1
dmin {m,n}
c. (2.16)
diagd·c denotes a diagonal matrix.
Let r be the biggest index for which dr > 0: r = max{r|1 ≤ j ≤ n, dr > 0}. The
pseudoinverse of A is written as A+ = V D+UT , where
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D+ = diagd 1
d1
, 1
d2
, · · · , 1
dj
, · · · , 1
dr
, 0, · · · , 0c and the solution of problem (2.15) is
x = A+m. (2.17)
If dj is very small, H3 may fail. Therefore another pseudoinverse is defined as
D+α = diagd 1d1 , 1d2 , · · · , 1dj , · · · , 1dp(α) , 0, · · · , 0c, where p(α) = max{j|dj ≥ α} and the
approximate solution of problem (2.15) is
xα = A
+
αm. (2.18)
The tolerance α can be used to prevent H3 from failing.
2.8.2 Tikhonov Regularization
Let us define
xδ = argmin
x
{||Ax−m||2 + δ||x||2}, (2.19)
where δ > 0 is the regularization parameter. δ is used to balance between two
requirements for the solution xδ: (A) the error should be as small as possible (term
||Ax−m||2), and (B) ||x|| should be as small as possible.
The solution is obtained via SVD of matrix A. The regularized inverse of (2.16) is
Dδ = diagd d1d21+δ , . . . ,
dmin{m,n}
d2
min{m,n}+δ
c (2.20)
and the solution is
xδ = V DδU
Tm. (2.21)
When δ → 0, the solution is close to the minimum norm solution, which may deviate
from the true value significantly since the magnitude of the solution is not limited in
any way. When δ →∞, the solution is not fitted to model the data at all since it
forces the solution towards zero. [Jac04]
Chapter 3
Acoustic Self-localization
Acoustic self-localization aims at determining absolute or relative positions of nodes.
Here, a node can be a microphone, a sound source, or an entity consisting of a
microphone and source. The primary interest in this work is to localize nodes that
contain microphones. Once positions are determined, the nodes with microphones
form an ad hoc microphone array. The positioning of nodes that contain only a sound
source may be useful in some cases, since it can be used to assist solving the positions
of nodes of interest (as in [PPH14]).
This chapter is organized as follows. Sections 3.1-3.3 present the signal model and the
acoustic self-localization problem formulation. Section 3.4 presents a summary and the
main results of the author’s early work on acoustic self-localization [P3]. Section 3.5
and Section 3.6 present two self-localization methods that provide the basis to the
author’s work [P2], which, in turn, is summarized in Section 3.7. A competitive
method that uses environmental sound for self-localization is presented in 3.8. Finally,
Section 3.9 presents the author’s latest work [P1] on acoustic self-localization.
3.1 Signal Model
Let mi ∈ R3 be the ith node position and i ∈ 1, . . . , N . In an anechoic room the
signal mi(t) can be modeled as a delayed source signal sk(t) as
mi(t) = sk(t−∆i,k) + ni(t), (3.1)
where t is time, k ∈ [1, . . . ,K] denotes active node index, ni(t) is noise component,
and ∆i,k is TOA from active node k to the ith node
∆i,k = c
−1‖sk −mi‖+ δi, (3.2)
where δi is unknown time offset, c is speed of sound, and sk ∈ R3 are source positions.
3.2 Spatial information: TDOA and TOA
Clearly, TOAs are characterized by node positions. However, TOA cannot be mea-
sured directly in the passive self-localization problem, but the differences between
each node pair TOA, that is TDOA, can be estimated. TDOA between microphone
pair {i, j} for source k is
∆i,j,k , ∆i,k −∆j,k = c−1(‖sk −mi‖ − ‖sk −mj‖) + δij, (3.3)
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where pairwise time offset is δij , δi − δj. The time offsets result from the fact that,
in an ad hoc network, nodes have their own time axis. It is acknowledged that ad
hoc homogeneous devices in general have drift in their analog-to-digital converter.
The drift is assumed to be small compared to the TDOA and therefore it is omitted
in the formulation above.
3.3 Problem Formulation
The self-localization problem in acoustic sensor networks can be stated as follows.
Estimate the coordinates of all nodes in the network that are either capable of
receiving or emitting sound or both. More specifically, the coordinates of each
microphone and sound speaker are estimated. The problem can be formulated as
follows.
〈S∗,M∗, δ〉=argmin
S,M,δ
K∑
k=1
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
{
c−1‖sk −mi‖+ δi − (c−1‖sk −mj‖+ δj)−∆i,j,k
}2
,
(3.4)
where S = [s1, s2, . . . , sK ], M = [m1,m2, . . . ,mN ], δ = [δ1, δ2, . . . , δN ]
T . δ are
temporal offsets of the microphones.
The key to the self-localization problem is ∆, which is utilized in many self-localizat-
ion methods discussed below. ∆ contains range information between node pairs of
the network. Solving the general self-localization problem of (3.4) involves solving
the temporal offsets between the receiving nodes. Many self-localization methods
ignore the offsets δ by assuming that the devices are synchronized implying δi =
δj,∀i = 1, . . . , N . Also other assumptions are often set to ease solving (3.4) such as
using special anchor nodes the coordinates of which are known.
Using acoustic measurements, ∆ can be measured e.g. using TDOA estimation.
Since the measurements in the general self-localization problem are relative (e.g.
time differences between all receiving node pairs), the configuration of nodes can
be translated, rotated, flipped across any coordinate axis and still satisfy (3.4). The
solution can be fixed to a chosen coordinate system with appropriate transformation
matrices [Fol96]. See Section 2.5 for coordinate transformations.
3.4 Robust Self-localization Solution for Meeting Room
Environments [P3]
[P3] is a self-localization method intended for localization of multiple microphones.
This enables deploying a room with microphones at unknown locations for source
localization and other spatial audio applications. [P3] uses multiple calibration sources
at known locations to localize the microphones and the number of needed calibration
sources depends on the number of microphones to be localized. The system uses
the framework of [Fra06] and introduces robustness in presence of timing errors via
regularization of possibly ill-posed problem [Han97].
For K sound sources at known locations, [P3] simplifies the problem setting of (3.4).
Furthermore, all microphones are synchronized and therefore the pairwise offsets
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between all microphone pairs are zero. The self-localization problem (3.4) is simplified
to the form
M∗ = argmin
M
K∑
k=1
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
{
c−1 ‖sk −mi‖ − c−1(‖sk −mj‖)−∆i,j,k
}2
. (3.5)
3.4.1 Spatial Information
In [P3] the TDOA between a reference sensor denoted 1 and sensor i is written
∆i1k = ∆ik −∆1k, (3.6)
where ∆1k denotes the time at which the reference sensor node detects the sound.
∆ik denotes the detection time of ith sensor. i = 2, . . . , N and N is the number of
sensors in the network.
3.4.2 The Least Squares Estimator for Microphone Positions
The distance d between the emitting source at s = [sx, sy, sz]T and the reference
node at m1 = [m
x
1 ,m
y
1,m
z
1]
T can be written
d = ||m1 − s||, (3.7)
where d = c ·∆1k and c is the speed of sound.
Similar equations to (3.7) can be defined for sensors mi, i = 2, . . . , N as follows
d2 = ||m1 − s||2
(d+ c∆21k)
2 = ||m2 − s||2
(d+ c∆31k)
2 = ||m3 − s||2
(d+ c∆41k)
2 = ||m4 − s||2
...,
(3.8)
where ∆i1k denotes detection time difference between m1 and mi. The right side
of (3.8) is the squared Euclidean distance between a node and a source.
Each equation in (3.8) can be solved independently [Fra06]. For an unknown node
position, the problem is formulated as follows.
(di + c∆i11)
2 = ||mi − s1||2
(di + c∆i12)
2 = ||mi − s2||2
(di + c∆i13)
2 = ||mi − s3||2
...,
(3.9)
where di = ||mi − s||. The location of the reference source s defines the origin for
the solution.
Expanding and rearranging of (3.9) results in
c2∆2i11 + 2c∆i11di + d
2
i − sT1 s1 = mTi mi − 2mTi s1
c2∆2i12 + 2c∆i12di + d
2
i − sT2 s2 = mTi mi − 2mTi s2
...
(3.10)
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Rewriting the first row of (3.10) yields
c2∆2i11 + 2c∆i11di + (mi − s)T (mi − s)− sT1 s1 = mTi mi − 2mTi s1
.
(3.11)
Rearranging equations in (3.10) and using (3.11) yields the matrix representation:[
2(sT1 − sT ) 2c∆i11
...
...
][
mi
di
]
=
[
sT1 s1 − c2∆2i11 − sTs
...
]
, (3.12)
or, in symbolic form,
Mi
[
mi
di
]
= bi. (3.13)
The solution of (3.13) is mdii = M
−1
i bi, where M
−1
i denotes the inverse matrix and
mdii =
[
mTi di
]T
, mdii ∈ R4×1.
In practice, the inverse matrix in general cannot be solved and therefore the pseu-
doinverse of Mi is calculated:
mdii,LS = (M
T
i Mi)
−1MTi︸ ︷︷ ︸
M+i
bi, (3.14)
where M+i denotes the pseudoinverse. m
di
i,LS is the least squares solution of (3.13).
It is assumed that Mi is non-singular. However, especially with random sensor
deployments the non-singularity can not be guaranteed and the problem can be
ill-posed.
[P3] introduces the use of Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) and
Tikhonov Regularization to handle possible ill-posedness of (3.14). TSVD and
Tikhonov Regularization are presented in Section 2.8.1 and 2.8.2, respectively.
3.4.3 The Performance of [P3]
The focus of the evaluation is on comparing the accuracy of node positioning between
pseudoinverse, truncated SVD, and Tikhonov regularization in cases where (2.15)
is prone to ill-posedness. Such cases occur when there is error in time information
and error in calibration source positions (i.e., the expected spatial distances between
estimated and true positions) combined with few measurements. Therefore, the
performance is evaluated first using five calibration sources (the minimum for the
existence of a solution is four), and with varying timing and calibration source
positioning errors. The performance is evaluated using 50000 random simulated
deployments of the sensor network.
When there are no timing or positioning errors, the pseudoinverse is the most accurate
in positioning the unknown nodes. But when normally distributed noise with 10−2 s
standard deviation is added to timing information, the pseudoinverse estimator
achieves an error of 1080 cm, whereas truncated SVD and Tikhonov regularization
achieve errors of 220 cm and 131 cm, respectively.
A 10 cm calibration source positioning error, with no timing error, results in a 305
cm positioning error of the unknown nodes for pseudoinverse estimator. Truncated
SVD and Tikhonov regularization achieve 73 cm and 70 cm errors, respectively.
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3.4.4 Conclusions on Robust Self-localization Solution for Meeting
Room Environments
[P3] focused on calibration of unknown microphones with inaccuracies in calibration
source positions and TDOA errors. Based on the experiments, it can be stated
that there is a clear benefit of using a regularization method over the baseline
pseudoinverse estimator in case of possible ill-posedness of the problem. Work in
[P3] is highly focused on the microphone position calibration and therefore many
simplifications in the self-localization problem (3.4) are made including assumed
knowledge of source positions and the assumption of synchronized audio streams.
3.5 Affine Structure From Sound
Structure from sound (SFS) means localizing simultaneously a set of sound sources
and a set of sensors whose locations and emission times are unknown. Furthermore,
SFS relies on environmental sounds that are not generated by the sensor network.
Thrun presents in [Thr05] a self-localization method for the SFS scenario.
In [Thr05], the SFS is problem is eased by assuming clock synchronization between
sensors. This is generally not true without accurate infrastructure dedicated to
providing synchronization. Acoustic events are assumed to occur sufficiently sparse
in time so that there is no data association problem. Also reverberation is assumed
to be absent, which in practice corresponds to valid distance estimates all the time.
The structure from sound problem in [Thr05] is formulated as an optimization
problem and the locations of microphones, sound sources, and emission times of
acoustic events are unknown. The optimization task is cumbersome since the cost
function has several local minima to which common optimization methods may get
stuck. To avoid this, it assumed that the incident angle of acoustic events is the same
for all the sensors. This implies that acoustic events occur relatively far away from
the sensors.
The input data consists of detection times for each sensor-source pair. That is, the
data matrix is defined as follows.
D =
d1,1 . . . d1,M... . . . ...
dN,1 . . . dN,M
 , (3.15)
where di,j denotes the detection time between ith sensor and jth source. di,j is defined
as follows.
dij = tj + c
−1
{∣∣∣∣(xiyi
)
−
(
aj
bj
)∣∣∣∣} , (3.16)
where tj is the emission time of source j and c is speed of sound. xi and yi denote
the location of the sensor in a 2D Euclidean coordinate system. aj and bj denote the
location of the sound source in the same coordinate system as that of the sensors.
The formulation here is for the 2D case but can be extended to 3D.
Redefining the data matrix using the first sensor i = 1 as a reference and setting
x1 = y1 = 0, the distance between sensor-source pairs can be written as
∆i,j = tj + c
−1
∣∣∣∣(xiyi
)
−
(
aj
bj
)∣∣∣∣− tj − c−1 ∣∣∣∣(00
)
−
(
aj
bj
)∣∣∣∣ (3.17)
= c−1
{∣∣∣∣(xiyi
)
−
(
aj
bj
)∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣(ajbj
)∣∣∣∣} (3.18)
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This results in cancellation of the emission times tj, which eases the optimization
problem.
The input data matrix becomes
∆ =
d2,1 − d1,1 . . . d2,M − d1,M... . . . ...
dN,1 − d1,1 . . . dN,M − d1,M
 . (3.19)
Note that the first row is omitted since it is all zeros. Thus the data matrix size is
(N − 1)×M .
3.5.1 A Least-squares Problem Definition of SFS
The optimization problem discussed above is as follows.
〈A∗, X∗〉 = argmin
X,A
N∑
j=2
M∑
i=1
{∣∣∣∣(xiyi
)
−
(
aj
bj
)∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣(ajbj
)∣∣∣∣−∆i,j}2 , (3.20)
where A denotes the acoustic event location matrix and X is the sensor location
matrix and they are written
X =
x1 y1... ...
xN yN
A =
a1 b1... ...
aN bN
 .
The global minimum of (3.20) is the solution to the SFS problem.
The emission times were canceled out in the above formulation. To estimate tj , (3.16)
is utilized and having source locations and microphone locations solved using (3.20),
the emission times can be solved as follows.
T ∗ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
dij − tj + c−1
∣∣∣∣(xiyi
)
−
(
aj
bj
)∣∣∣∣ , (3.21)
where T = [t1, . . . , tN ]
T .
The solution of the SFS problem (3.20) is not unique, but can be rotated, mirrored,
and translated. A more serious issue with (3.20) is that minimization algorithms
tend to get stuck in local minima. In [Thr05] this problem is mitigated by reducing
the number of variables in the optimization task. This is obtained by writing the
distance between a sensor and a source as function of sound event incidence angle.
Also, it assumed that sources are far-field, which yields that the incidence angles of an
acoustic event are the same for all the sensors. Using SVD and the above assumptions
the original SFS problem is reduced to optimization of only four variables (2D case)
of a constraint matrix.
3.5.2 Performance of Affine Structure From Sound Self-localization
The method [Thr05] is tested with simulations and with real data measurements.
The simulated data consists of 1000 random configurations, in which sensors were
sampled uniformly within an interval of 1× 1 m and sound sources were placed at
varying ranges from 2 m to 10 m. The author highlights the proposed algorithm by
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comparing it to gradient descent optimization of the problem (3.20). Based on the
curves presented in [Thr05], the positioning error of the gradient descent method
increases with the number of sources and microphones whereas the error of the
proposed method remains approximately same. As the distance between the sources
and the microphones is increased, the error decreases towards zero as expected with
the far-field assumption. The error of the baseline gradient descent method is lower
than the proposed method when the microphones and sources are near and thus the
far-field assumption is violated. The real data experiments are made with Crossbow
sensor motes similar to [MICa], which are placed arbitrarily around the space and
with mutual distances ranging from 14 cm to 125 cm. As to the simulation results,
the real data results are presented using performance curves and based on them it
can be stated that the performance is similar to that of the simulated data.
3.5.3 Conclusions on Affine Structure From Sound Self-localization
The system [Thr05] estimates microphone positions, source positions and the emission
times of acoustic events. The system is a matrix factorization based self-localization
method (see Table 2.1). SVD factorization is used and its use is made possible by
assuming that sound sources are so far away from the microphones that the incident
angle of acoustic events is approximately the same. This enables simplification of the
original problem (3.20) and the resulting simplified problem involves four parameters
in 2D space. The microphone positioning results obtained with simulations and
real data measurements indicate that the proposed method is far better than the
baseline gradient descent method especially with increasing microphone count and
source-microphone distances. The author of [Thr05] acknowledges that there is a
need to solve the data association issue and evaluation in 3D space. The temporal
offset estimation is not needed with [MICa] type hardware since radio frequencies
can be used as a side channel for synchronization.
3.6 Passive Self-localization of Microphones Using
Ambient Sounds
In [PMH12] a self-localization method is presented that estimates the distance
between each microphone pair in the network from TDOA of acoustic events that
occur on the axis passing through the two microphones and the location of the acoustic
event. Such occurrences of acoustic events are referred to as endfire directions. In
Figure 3.1 such a case is illustrated. The method [PHM13] is presented briefly below
using the same notation as in the original article.
Pairwise Distance Estimation
The center point on the axis connecting microphone pair i and j located at mi and
mj , respectively, is r =
1
2
(mi +mj). Assuming that sound events occur in the far
field, the propagation of sound can be modeled as plane waves. The direction of
propagation is represented by vector k ∈ R3×1 with length ||c−1||, where c is the
sound speed. The time of arrival of a wave front at microphone i is
τi = 〈mi − r,k〉+ ∆i (3.22)
[Zio94]. 〈·, ·〉 is the dot product and ∆i the microphone time offset to a reference time
(i.e., to a reference microphone). If all sensors i are synchronized, then ∆i = 0∀i.
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The TDOA between microphones i and j is
τij = τi − τj = 〈mi −mj ,k〉+ ∆ij, (3.23)
where ∆ij = ∆i −∆j. The wave front propagation vector k in an endfire case (3.1)
can be written as follows.
k = βc−1
mj −mi
||mj −mi|| , (3.24)
where β ∈ {−1, 1}. In Figure 3.1 k+1 represents the case when β = 1 and k−1 when
β = −1.
Now TDOA can be written as a function of β using (3.24) and (3.23).
τij(β) = βc
−1||mj −mi||+ ∆ij, (3.25)
If ∆ij = 0, the TDOA magnitude (either β = −1 or β = 1) is the propagation time
between microphones i and j when an acoustic event occurs at an endfire direction.
Let us denote τij(−1) = τminij and τij(1) = τmaxij . Now the distance between the
microphones i and j is
dij =
c
2
(τmaxij − τminij ) (3.26)
This can be shown by assigning (3.25) to (3.26). Note that the pairwise time offsets
∆ij are cancelled out in the distance estimate dij. To estimate dij the maximum and
minimum TDOA values can be measured when sources are at endfire directions, not
between the microphones i and j.
Clearly, at least one acoustic event has to be detected followed by successful TDOA
estimation to obtain the distance between a microphone pair i, j. The TDOA is
estimated using GCC (see 2.2.1 [KC76]). Next, a set of nonlinear operations is
performed for the correlation function rij(t).
Time Delay Estimation from GCC function
The time delay in samples is
τˆij = argmax
t
rij(t). (3.27)
The estimation of the GCC is presented in Section 2.2.
Sequential TDOA gating
TDOA estimates τˆij are processed using sequential gating. The idea of this is that
that acoustic events are produced by natural sounds occurring in the environment.
Thus, TDOA estimates change from one time frame to the next smoothly. Otherwise
TDOA is resulting from background noise, some other source, or from reverberation.
The following filtering scheme is used.
τ¯ ij = {τˆij|λG > |τˆij(t)− τˆij(t− n)|,∀t}, (3.28)
where n defines the amount of sequential frames observed. λG is a threshold in
samples that TDOA estimates n samples apart cannot exceed. In [PMH12], the first
or second order filter is used, i.e. n ∈ [1, 2].
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Figure 3.1. Two sound sources are located at endfire positions. The measured TDOA
can be used to estimate the distance between microphone pair i and j.
TDOA Histogram Filtering
Next, a histogram of filtered τ¯ ij is formed. Let us denote the number of entries in the
kth bin as nkij. That is, the kth bin contains those TDOA values τ¯ ij that are closest
to the value of k, where k ∈ [−K,K] and K is the upper limit of the histogram.
Histogram thresholding is performed to preserve only bins with the entries exceeding
a certain threshold as follows.
τ˜ ij = {τ¯ kij|nkij > α ·max (n−Kij , . . . , nKij ),∀k}, (3.29)
where α ∈ [0, 1] is the threshold. Setting α = 0 results in preserving all TDOA values
whereas values close to unity preserve only histogram bins with most occurrences.
Finally, the maximum and the minimum TDOA estimators are
τˆmaxij = max (τ˜ ij), τˆ
min
ij = min (τ˜ ij). (3.30)
Once all pairwise distances are estimated, MDS (see Section 2.4 for MDS) is used
to map the pairwise distance matrix into the relative microphone positions in 3D
Cartesian coordinates.
3.6.1 Performance of [PMH12]
The system [PMH12] is tested with simulations and real data and the goal is to
estimate microphone positions from environmental audio. In the simulated data
scenario two sources and six linear microphone arrays are placed in a reverberant
space. The image method [AB79] is used to generate the data corresponding to a
2.4× 5.9× 2.8 m space with reverberation time T60 from 0.0 s to 2.0 s. The speech
sources are at 1.1 m distance from the array. Different amounts of noise are added
resulting in signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) in the range from 0 dB to 30 dB. Two
major observations can be made from this simulation: the positioning error increases
significantly when the SNR is lower than 15 dB, and the method seems to be robust
against reverberation when SNR is above 15 dB.
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Figure 3.2. Self-localization via source localization. Rough microphone positions are
used as initial guesses. The microphone array is used for source localization. Finally,
source locations and rough microphone positions along with the TDOA measurements
are used to improve microphone position estimates via optimization.
Another simulation scenario is tested in which the sources are not at endfire directions,
but on a three-meter-radius circle around the array. The sources are rotated and
each configuration is evaluated. The number of sources used ranges from two to
eleven and the amount of reverberation time T60 from 0 to 1.6 s. The error decreases
approximately logarithmically as a function of number of sources when T60 ≤ 0.4 s.
The error is high with few sources even in low reverberation. When T60 ≥ 0.8 s, the
error is high until the number of sources increases to seven and then slowly decreases
with the increasing number of sources. The increase of the number of sources results
in more TDOA estimates from endfire directions.
The real data measurements were made in a 6 m× 4 m office space with a varying
ceiling height of 2.9 m to 3.5 m and with T60 = 440 ms. Ten Nokia N900 devices
were placed on a table to capture the audio of three persons talking in turns. The
speakers move behind each device (corresponding to endfire directions) and spoke
sentences sequentially until speech has been emitted behind every handset. The
device positioning error is in the beginning of recording approximately 30 cm and
decreases as more data is received to 6.9 cm averaged over devices.
3.6.2 Conclusions on Passive Self-localization of Microphones Using
Ambient Sounds
The method [PMH12] is categorized as a node based self-localization (See Table 2.1)
and therefore the method does not require synchronous microphone signals. The
pairwise distances between microphones are estimated from speech and therefore
the method is unobtrusive and provides an appealing underlying technique for many
higher-level applications that benefit from microphone locations. The method obtains
less than 10 cm positioning accuracy in relatively high-reverberant spaces if the SNR
is sufficiently high. The amount of data from the endfire directions is crucial and
therefore longer recording period lowers the positioning error.
3.7 Self-localization via Source Localization [P2]
Given initial estimates of relative microphone position and TDOA measurements,
the self-localization problem (3.20) can be approached by solving source positions.
The idea of this approach is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The source localization can be
conducted using trilateration [MH95]. TDOA input along with rough microphone
position estimates can be used as initial points of an optimization problem (3.4).
Such a system is presented in [P2] and it is designed for an ad hoc meeting room
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scenario. The goal is to estimate relative positions of each device containing a single
microphone. Microphones and sound sources are assumed non-moving.
The result of the minimization of (3.4) is subject to arbitrary rotation, reflection,
translation, and arbitrary common time offset. This implies Nu = 3(N +K) +N − 7
number of unknown variables (3D space), which cannot exceed the Nm = S(N − 1)
independent measurements [OKIS09]. The degrees of freedom (DOF) is defined here
as DOF = Nm −Nu, where DOF ≥ 0 is forced by fixing a coordinate system m1 =
[0, 0, 0]T (translation), m2 = [m2x, 0, 0]
T and m3 = [m3x,m3y, 0]
T . Furthermore, the
temporal offset of the first microphone is set to zero i.e. δ1 = 0.
3.7.1 Temporal Offset Estimation
[P2] uses asynchronous signals and therefore temporal offsets δi of (3.4) are needed
in contrast to [PMH11], where pairwise offsets are canceled out due to co-location
of microphones and sources. The offset estimation can be made using the method
presented in [PHM13]. The pairwise offsets δij are obtained as follows:
δij =
1
2
(τmaxij + τ
min
ij ), (3.31)
where τminij and τ
max
ij are the minimum and the maximum TDOA values for microphone
pair (i, j). The observation of the minimum and the maximum requires that there
are measurements from sources at endfire positions as in Figure 3.1. Individual
offsets relative to an arbitrary reference node can be recovered using the Maximum
Likelihood (ML) estimator presented in [PHM13]. In practice, microphone 1 is set
as reference with zero offset i.e. δ1 = 0, the remaining N − 1 individual microphone
offsets δ2, . . . , δN are recoverable.
3.7.2 Source Localization
Using rough microphone positions obtained using the procedure of Section 3.6 and
estimated temporal offsets, source localization can be performed using the time-
aligned signals. Each source can be localized via optimization of (3.4) for each source
separately. The optimization problem (3.4) is easier when good initial guesses for
microphone positions and temporal offsets are available. The number of unknowns
is three since sk = [skx, sky, skz]
T and only one source is assumed active at a time.
Furthermore, closed-form source localization methods (see Section 4.5) can be used,
but they contain linearizations of non-linear equations that may result in too large
inaccuracies in source position estimates.
3.7.3 Data Association
The data association provides information from which source a certain TDOA
measurement is originated. The meeting scenario is assumed in [P2]; the attendants
are seated at a table with a mobile device in front of them.
The idea of data association is that TDOA is different for sources at different
positions. As different persons are speaking, changes in TDOA measurements imply
the change of the source. Due to the large number of microphones (N = 10), there
are N(N − 1)/2 = 45 TDOA measurements per analysis frame. Therefore detection
of speaker change is difficult. Using dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA,
the detection of changes can be done provided that sources are non-moving.
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3.7.4 Iterative Optimization
The refined microphone positions are obtained by initializing (3.4) with the rough
microphone positions obtained using the approach in Section 3.6, all estimated source
positions, and ML temporal offset estimates. Furthermore, the number of variables is
reduced by eliminating arbitrary rotation, reflection, translation, and arbitrary com-
mon time offset. Optimization methods such as Levenberg-Marquardt [Lev44] [Mar63]
are used.
3.7.5 Performance of [P2]
The system is evaluated with real data recordings made in two meeting rooms and the
scenarios imitate a meeting of four participants. The target is to self-localize mobile
devices (Nokia N900) that were placed on the table in front of each person. The
content of each recording is non-overlapping speech; each participant utters a sentence
sequentially. The recorded signals are asynchronous, and the positions of devices and
persons are unknown. This kind of setup corresponds to an ad hoc deployment of an
acoustic sensors network. The ground truth coordinates are obtained using a tape
measure.
The performance of [P2] is measured using the root mean square (RMS) error in
device position and it achieves an RMS error from 7.2 cm to 14.7 centimeters averaged
over 10 devices. Four sources were present in each recording.
3.7.6 Conclusions on Self-localization via Source Localization
The system presented in [P2] is a blind self-localization method (see Table 2.1).
However, it assumes that the number of sources is known and that the sources and
the microphones are non-moving. The assumption on knowing the source count
can be relaxed by temporal analysis of the used data association scheme, but the
assumption on the non-movement is strict. A dynamic scenario, i.e. sources are
moving while self-localizing, requires more advance data association using Multiple
Target Tracking (MTT) techniques [Pul05].
Another blind self-localization method is presented in [OKIS09], which assumes
moving sources and considers that each TDOA estimate is originated from a different
source, and therefore the number of sources inherently increases with signal length.
The performance of [OKIS09] in terms of comparable RMS values is not reported, but
visual comparison made from the illustrations in [OKIS09] indicates similar accuracy
to [P2].
3.8 Coherence Based Self-localization
Coherence based self-localization is designed for environments where diffuse sound
field can occur. Diffuse sound field consist of large number of wave fronts travel-
ling in all directions with equal probability [PK15]. These environments are highly
reverberant (T60 > 400ms) or for some other reason have sounds arriving from spa-
tially different directions. The fundamental idea of coherence based self-localization
methods is to estimate intra-microphone distances by measured noise coherence
with its theoretical model [MLH08]. Relative coordinates are obtained from pairwise
distance estimates using MDS. Thus, the key difference to other self-localization
methods of Table 2.1 is in distance estimation. The main advantages of coherence
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based self-localization include not having to rely on initialization, calibration signals,
and there is no need for data association.
3.8.1 Coherence of Diffuse Sound Field
The complex coherence function is [CKN73]
Γij(f) =
φij(f)√
φii(f)φjj(f)
, (3.32)
where φij it the cross spectral density at frequency f between signals i and j. φii(f)
and φii(f) are auto spectra of the signals i and j, respectively.
It can be shown [CWB+55] that in diffuse noise sound field, the coherence between
two locations with distance dij is
Γdiffuseij (f) = sinc
(
2pifdij
c
)
, (3.33)
where sinc (a) , sin a
a
and c is speed of sound.
3.8.2 Estimation of Pairwise Distances in Diffuse Noise Fields
Assuming fixed speed of sound, (3.32) states that the coherence between two signals
at frequency f depends only on the distance dij for the nodes i and j. Therefore,
coherence based self-localization can be formulated as an optimization problem in
which the measured coherence is compared to the theoretical coherence. The distance
estimator dij is obtained as follows [MLH08]
dˆij = argmin
dij
fs/2∑
f=0
∣∣∣∣<{Γij} − sinc(2pifdijc
)∣∣∣∣2, (3.34)
where fs is the sampling frequency. <{·} is the real part operator. Traditional
optimization algorithms such as Levenberg-Marquardt [Lev44][Mar63] can be used to
obtain the pairwise distance estimates for each node pair i, j. Once distance estimates
dˆij are obtained for all node pairs, MDS is applied to obtain relative coordinates.
3.8.3 Temporal Filtering of Distance Estimates
Inaccuracies between the diffuse noise field model (3.33) and the measurements result
in deviations in the distances estimates dˆij and the ground truth. Therefore, tracking
or clutter detection scheme has to be introduced to prevent outliers from deteriorating
the distances estimates. One way to address the outliers is to calculate the current
distance estimate over multiple frames. In [MLH08] input frames are classified to
two classes A and B. The frames that belong to class A fit well with the diffuse
noise model (3.33) whereas class B frames do not. In case of non-moving sensors,
the distance estimates of class A representatives are relatively constant, whereas
sequential distance estimates of class B members vary significantly. An unsupervised
learning scheme can be used to perform the classification and in [MLH08] k-means
clustering is used to cluster an L × 2 matrix. Each line of the matrix contains a
distance estimate on its first column and the residual error of (3.34) on its second
column.
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An alternative scheme for outlier mitigation is to average coherence function over
multiple frames. In [TAGB14] average over 100 sequential frames is taken and then
the average is compared to the theoretical using (3.34).
3.8.4 Performance of Coherence Based Self-localization
The coherence based self-localization system in [MLH08] is evaluated with real
data collected using a 5-microphone linear antenna with 5 cm intra-microphone
distance and using a 8-microphone circular array with 10 cm radius. The recording
environments are rooms with the reverberation times T60 = 400 ms and T60 = 700 ms
and the system achieves distance error of 0.43 cm and 1.50 cm on average, respectively.
After distance estimation, MDS is applied to obtain relative microphone coordinates.
After MDS, rotation and translation are estimated to allow comparison to ground
truth coordinates. The Euclidean error in microphone coordinates is from 0.48 cm
to 1.72 cm on average and again the lower error is obtained in the T60 = 700 ms
environment. The difference in performance between environments may result from
diffuse noise model being more accurate in rooms with higher reverberation time.
In [HPF+09] a coherence based self-localization method is presented. Rather than
determining positions of individual microphones directly, microphones form multiple
sensors arrays and utilize source positioning in the process. The difference to [MLH08]
is that [HPF+09] is designed for scenarios where multiple arrays are several meters
apart from each other. In [HPF+09] real data is collected in a conference room with
T60 ≈ 500 ms with two 8-microphone arrays and with four 4-microphone T-shaped
arrays. Furthermore, a linear array is used to test the diffuse noise model (3.33).
The error between the model and the ground truth ranges from 1 mm for 15 cm
intra-microphone distance to 12.9 cm for 87.5 cm intra-microphone distance. Intra-
microphone distance of approximately 60 cm can be regarded as a sort of threshold
for the method to be operational, since the error is 3.7 cm. The distance estimation
error for T-shaped array with 14.1 cm inter-microphone is approximately 1 cm. For
the circular array with 10 cm radius, the error ranges from 1 cm to 4 cm. A moving
source is used to estimate the inter-array distance. The distance estimate errors range
from approximately 10 cm to 27 cm depending on input signal type. The lowest error
is obtained using white noise and the highest with speech.
3.8.5 Conclusions on Coherence Based Self-localization
The distinctive feature of the coherence based self-localization is the assumption of
diffuse sound field. Even if the conditions are approximating diffuse sound field, the
methods achieve less than 10 cm errors in estimating microphone positions. The
drawback of coherence based self-localization methods is that diffuse sound field
model (3.33) is accurate at relatively small inter-microphone distances (e.g. less than
1 m for T60 = 500 ms environments [HPF
+09]). A major advantage over TDOA
based self-localization methods is avoiding the problems related to optimization such
as (3.20) and (3.4), and there is no need for data association.
3.9 Self-localization of Moving Nodes [P1]
Many self-localization methods assume that the targets of self-localization are at the
same position during, which is in general a reasonable expectation. Some methods
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Figure 3.3. An overview of acoustic self-localization system for dynamic scenario.
such as [OKIS09] expect a source to move, but the microphones are stationary. With
increasing wearable and embedded sensor technology, the assumption on stationarity
may have to be relaxed to enable continuous self-localization in dynamic scenario.
A method capable of self-localization of moving unsynchronized nodes is presented
in [P1], which estimates the node positions from speech emitted by the nodes. The
system takes advantage of the concept of a wearable device and therefore nodes of the
network contain a sound source and microphone. The system diagram is presented
in Figure 3.3. The node model is the same as in other node based self-localization
methods such as the one presented in Section 3.6.
3.9.1 Spatial information and Tracking
The spatial information is extracted using TDOA estimation. Since the system is
designed for nodes in motion while not emitting, a tracking scheme is introduced.
In addition to TDOA, node positions are characterized by TOA. In a network of N
nodes, there are N(N − 1)/2 TDOA estimates per analysis frame and in terms of
TOA N estimates. Therefore, tracking of TOA is more appealing than tracking of
TDOA.
TDOA can be formulated as the matrix product of an observation matrix H and
TOA vector ∆ [PHM13]:
τ = H∆ (3.35)
where τ is the TDOA vector, ∆ = [∆1, . . . ,∆N ]
T is the TOA vector, and the
observation matrix H = [e1−e2, e1−e3, . . . , e1−eN , e2−e3, . . . , e2−eN , . . . , eN−1−
eN ]
T . ei = [δ1i, . . . , δNi]
T , where δij are Kronecker’s delta function. [P1] uses (3.35)
as the measurement model in the tracking.
3.9.2 Data Association and Tracking
Data Association
Since there are multiple nodes that are tracked, a data association scheme is needed,
that is, assigning each measurement to a correct source. In [P1], the data association
and tracking method exploits the geometry of the node network: each node contains
a microphone and a source. Therefore, it is highly likely that the loudest speech
energy that exceeds background noise energy level can be detected in the nearest
microphone where the source is active at current time. The data association assumes
that there is only one source active at a time and the content of data contains mainly
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signal originated from mostly speech source. Therefore, Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
based threshold for source detection and identification is used. More sophisticated
data association [Pul05] and speech detection methods [TR06] could be applied if
SPL thresholding is too error prone.
Tracking
In order to maintain the TOA state of the nodes, [P1] uses the Kalman Filter
(KF) [Kal60] presented in Section 2.6. The use of Kalman filtering in TOA tracking
is inspired by [PT13]. Each node has its own Kalman filter and the correct filter is
selected using data association information. The Wiener motion model is used as
in [PT13] [SVL07]. q ∼ N (0, Q) and r ∼ N (0, R) are system noise and measurement
noise with variances Q and R, respectively, and yt are TDOA measurements in
time t.
For instance, for the case N = 4, the state of the KF is written
x = [∆2,∆3,∆4, ∆˙2,∆3, ∆˙4]
T , (3.36)
where ∆˙ denotes velocity. ∆1 and ∆˙1 are set to zero and omitted due to insufficient
degrees of freedom.
The state transition matrix is written
A =

1 0 0 ∆t 0 0
0 1 0 0 ∆t 0
0 0 1 0 0 ∆t
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

6×6
(3.37)
and the observation matrix (3.35) is
H0 =

−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0 0 0
1 0 −1 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0

6×6
(3.38)
Pairwise Distance and Relative Coordinate Estimation using MDS: The TOA
estimates are converted to TDOA
The TOA estimates are converted to TDOA:
τij = ∆i −∆j. (3.39)
Using the a priori knowledge of sound speed c ≈ 344 m
s
in indoors, TDOA information
can be transformed into pairwise distance matrix D, which is written as
D =

0 d12 . . . d1N
0 0 . . . d2N
...
...
. . . dN−1,N
0 0 0 0

N×N
, (3.40)
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where dij = c · τij.
The distance matrix is converted to relative coordinates using MDS [BG97, Chapter
7.9] (see Section 2.4).
3.9.3 Performance of [P1]
The self-localization system of moving nodes is evaluated using real data measure-
ments in a 4.5 m×3.9 m×2.6 m room, which can be characterized as low reverberant
with T60 ≈ 260 ms. The target is to self-localize nodes continuously while they are
moving around the room from the speech emitted by the nodes. Nokia N900s are
attached to user’s chest to simulate a wearable device of an ad hoc network. The
ground truth coordinates used for evaluation are obtained using an image based node
positioning system. The structure with reference points is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
The measurement scenario consists of a static phase and dynamic phase. During
the static phase a user behind each node, while being stationary, speaks a sentence
sequentially. The static phase is used to obtain initial estimates for node positions
using [PMH11] (see Section 3.6). During the dynamic phase two nodes are moving
and emitting speech sequentially. All nodes are continuously being self-localized.
The performance of [P1] is measured using RMS error of node positions. The self-
localization RMS error during non-moving phase is below 10 cm. During the dynamic
phase, RMS error varies between 25 cm and 27.5 cm averaged over four nodes. The
mean RMS over the whole recording (including non-moving and dynamic phases)
is less than 9.2 cm on average. An example of system output and the video based
reference method is depicted in Figure 3.4.
3.9.4 Conclusions on Self-localization of Moving Nodes
The self-localization system presented in [P1] is the first self-localization method
using environmental sounds that allows the targets of self-localization to move. The
system can be classified as a node based self-localization system (see Table 2.1) and
it has its origins in [PMH12]. Therefore, the fundamental assumption is that a node
consists of a microphone and a sound source, which in turn removes the requirement
on knowing the source count. The accuracy of the system in positioning is appealing
and therefore [P1] introduces a viable framework for an unobtrusive system for many
applications such as indoor positioning.
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Figure 3.4. Panel (a) presents the planned route (red arrows) and track (green path)
for node 2, which is node 1→node 3→node 4→node 3→node 1. Panel (b) presents
the reference coordinates (green dots) and the estimated coordinates (blue circles)
from audio data. The position estimates are shown when the node is emitting. The
crosses × denote the initial position of the nodes which are labeled ’1’, ’2’, ’3’, and
’4’.
Figure 3.5. The frame with calibration marks. The calibration points are highlighted
by the red arrows and are visible to four cameras that used to obtain the reference
3D coordinates (see [P1] for details). The two points highlighted by two green
arrows outside the calibration pole are also used to increase the accuracy of the
transformation.
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3.10 Summary
This chapter presented the work conducted in the field of acoustic self-localization
during this dissertation and the most related methods.
[P3] introduced the use of Tikhonov Regularization and Truncated Singular Value
Composisition (TSVD) in acoustic self-localization to increase the robustness against
measurement errors. The results of [P3] show that in presence of the errors in time
information and calibration source location, it is beneficial to use either Tikhonov
Regularization or TSVD to increase robustness in the used microphone/source setup.
[P3] assumes known calibration source positions and synchronized audio streams,
which are not often available especially in case of ad hoc networks.
[P2] introduced a self-localization method especially for ad hoc device scenario
that uses source localization as an intermediate step to localize the microphones. It
performs self-localization using the rough microphone positions and temporal offsets
obtained using the method presented in [PMH12] and in [PHM13], respectively (both
methods are presented briefly). Then, it estimates the source positions using the
rough microphone positions as a microphone array and aligns the microphone signals
using the estimated temporal offsets. Finally, the rough microphone positions, the
estimated source positions, and the temporal offsets are used as initial guesses for
the general self-localization problem (3.4), which is then optimized to obtain the
finer microphone position estimates. The system of [P2] assumes only knowledge
about the number of sources and that sources and microphones are non-moving. A
source enumeration subsystem can be easily added to [P2] to estimate the number
of sources. Otherwise, the system very flexible in terms of source and microphone
configurations.
A distinct self-localization method [MLH08] is presented, since it is suitable for ad hoc
device scenario. Like [P2], [MLH08] uses environmental audio for self-localization of
the microphones. [MLH08] assumes diffuse sound field and estimates intra-microphone
distances by comparing estimated coherence to its theoretical model. One of the
advantages of [MLH08] is that does not need the knowledge about the number of
sources and a data association method.
[P1] introduced a self-localization method that is intended for wearable and embedded
device scenario. It is assumed that the target of self-localization, called a node,
contains a microphone and a source. The system self-localizes the nodes even if they
are moving. [P1] estimates the node positions from their pairwise distance estimates,
which, in turn, are obtained from the time difference of arrival estimates. Moving
node scenario is taken into account by tracking of the spatial information. At the time
of writing this thesis, [P1] is the first system that enables continuous self-localization
of the moving node setup.
Chapter 4
Application: Sound Source Localization
The sound source localization is one of the applications that can benefit from self-
localization and is required by traditional beamforming and related array signal
processing methods. This chapter presents two Direction of Arrival (DOA) based
approaches [P4] and [P5] to source localization. Furthermore, Time Difference of
Arrival (TDOA) based methods are presented for completeness.
4.1 DOA Based Sound Source Localization
DOA based source localization methods use multiple microphone arrays, which
estimate direction of arrival and combine their measurements resulting in source
location estimate. Such systems for two different scenarios are presented in [P4] and in
[P5]. Other DOA based localization systems include [Dom87],[KLM01], and [HN03].
4.2 DOA Based Localization Problem
The fundamental idea is to solve the position where the lines between each microphone
array and the target cross. The direction of the line is obtained as result of DOA
estimation in each array. For simplicity, let us consider a single source scenario. Let
pi, i = 1, . . . , N denote the positions of N spatially separate microphone arrays.
The microphone array positions are presented in the 3D Cartesian coordinates, i.e.
pi = [p
x
i , p
y
i , p
z
i ]
T . The microphone array-to-source position arrays are 3D vectors
ri = [r
x
i , r
y
i , r
z
i ]
T , and the source position is rs = [r
x
s , r
y
s , r
z
s ]
T . The 3D DOA vectors
ki, i = 1, . . . , N can be estimated using beamforming techniques [MGW07][VVB88],
TDOA based closed-form estimators [YHKA96][YHKA99], Time-Delay Estimation
(TDE) based methods [JGN02], and using acoustic vector sensor arrays [HN03]. If an
array produces azimuth and elevation angle estimates, they can be transformed into
3D DOA vector ki using the relations between spherical coordinates and the Cartesian
coordinates. Furthermore, ||ki|| = 1,∀i and the microphone array orientations to
a common origin is known. Figure 4.1 presents a two-sensor-station localization
network and illustrates the process.
4.3 DOA Based Source Localization for Long Inter-array
Distances [P4]
In a microphone array network based localization the reception time of acoustic
events is usually different for each microphone array. The difference has to be taken
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Figure 4.1. A Two-array DOA Based Localization. The arrays are at locations p1 and
p2, the source position is denoted as rs, which measure the signal and compute the
DOA vectors k1 and k2. The array-to-source vectors r1 and r2 point from each sensor
station to the source location rs. O denotes the origin of the coordinate system.
into account when combining the information of spatially separate microphone
arrays especially when the distance between the arrays is large. [P4] estimates the
propagation times to each array, and combines appropriate DOA estimates for source
localization.
Other such systems are presented in [BA00], where the first iteration produces an
initial location estimate, which is used to estimate propagation delays, then DOA
is re-estimated, and finally the location is re-estimated. In [Dom87] correction of
location estimates is done directly. The approach in [P4] is originally presented
in [PPKV04].
4.3.1 Propagation Time
The propagation time is calculated using
∆ti =
||ri||
c
=
||rs − pi||
c
, (4.1)
where ri, i = 1, . . . , N are the candidate array-to-source vectors, and c is the speed
of sound. The ∆ti are used to find the DOA estimates in each array’s history.
4.3.2 Localization Algorithm
For sensor station i, the estimated ki are compared to a vector pointing from each
array towards a candidate source location. The comparison outputs a value, which
indicates deviation between the estimated direction of arrival and the hypothetical
DOA. In Figure 4.1, DOA vectors k1 and k2 slightly deviate from the ground truth
DOA, which is parallel to vectors r1 and r2.
The likelihood of a source for each hypothetical point in space is obtained via angle
deviation between a measured DOA vector ki and a array-to-source vector ri. The
dot product between two vectors is suitable for measuring the angle deviation and
the likelihood field is obtained as
l(r) =
N∑
i=1
ri
◦ · ki(t+ ∆ti) =
N∑
i=1
ei, (4.2)
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where ri
◦ is unit vector of ri, ki(t+ ∆ti) is the DOA at time t+ ∆ti, and ei measures
the angle between the two vectors and it varies in the interval of [−1, 1]. (4.2) has
its maximum when DOA from each array indicates the same position. Therefore, the
source location estimate rˆs at time t is
rˆs = argmax
r
l(r). (4.3)
The exhaustive search is used to obtain rˆs i.e. all potential source locations are
evaluated by using (4.2).
4.3.3 Performance of [P4]
The system is evaluated using real data, which is collected using two four-microphone
arrays. The distance between the arrays is 75.2 m and the arrays are approximately on
the same height on open ground. A loudspeaker was used as sound source and it was
located at two different positions. Pink noise was used as a stimulus to obtain robust
DOA information and the DOA is calculated using a system similar to [YHKA96].
[P4] operates on 350 m × 350 m area, which is divided into a grid with cell size
4 m× 4 m. The likelihood of source location is calculated at each cell. DOA is fed
unfiltered to the system to test the robustness. The absolute accuracy of [P4] is not
evaluated, but visual evaluation of likelihood fields indicates robust performance.
4.3.4 Conclusions on DOA Based Source Localization for Long
Inter-array Distances
[P4] presents a DOA based localization system that takes into account the relatively
slow speed of sound, which causes the observation time differences at spatially
separate microphone arrays. The phenomenon is emphasized as the distance between
the source and the array is tens of meters. [P4] used a grid based search method that
can be an issue in some applications, especially with dense grid and large coverage
area. The performance showed itself to be robust even with noisy DOA.
4.4 A Speaker Localization System for Lecture Room
Environments [P5]
A DOA based speaker localization system designed for indoors such as meeting
rooms is presented in [P5] and is evaluated in the Rich Transcription Evaluation
Series [NIS]. The system uses four-microphone arrays mounted on the walls of a
meeting room, which is illustrated in Figure 4.2b. The scenario is different from [P4]
since the distances between the arrays are short. Closed spaces result in reverberation
that pose challenges in DOA estimation. Therefore some method for DOA filtering or
validation is needed. In [P5] median filtering is used. More advanced techniques such
as confidence metric [Pir05], DOA exclusion [PP07], and direct TDOA filtering based
on inspection of the GCC function [BK02] may be needed for low signal-to-noise
ratio conditions. More robust, but computationally more intensive systems based on
particle filtering and direct use of the GCC function are presented in [PKPP07][PP07].
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(a) The microphone geometry of [P5]. The
stations are mounted at a 2.3 m height, one
on each wall of the meeting room.
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Table
5.9 m
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(b) The Rich Transcription Evaluation Se-
ries [NIS] meeting room. The room is
equipped with four microphone arrays with
the geometry of Figure 4.2a.
4.4.1 Localization Method
The approach in [P5] is similar to other DOA based localization methods [KLM01]
[HN03][PPKV04]. A weighted least squares solution [HN03] is used. The method is
presented briefly using the same notation as in Section 4.3.
rˆs = argmin
r
N∑
i
||pi + kiT (r − ki)− r||2 · wi (4.4)
where wi is a weight corresponding to the confidence of each DOA estimate ki. It is
shown in [HN03] that (4.4) has a closed-form solution:
rˆs =
[(
N∑
i=1
wi
)
I − UˆWUˆT
]−1
Aw, (4.5)
where w = [w1, . . . , wN ]
T , W = diagdw1, . . . , wNc, Uˆ = [k1, . . . ,kN],
A =
[(
I − k1k1T
)
p1, . . . ,
(
I − kNkNT
)
pN
]
,
and I is an N ×N identity matrix.
4.4.2 Performance of [P5]
The real data measurements are conducted in a room with dimensions of 5.9 m ×
7.1 m × 3.0 m. The room is characterized as an ordinary room used for meetings
and studying. Including the measurement equipment, there is a table and a few
seats [Sti04]. The microphone arrays are installed on the walls and the geometry is
presented in Figure 4.2a.
The system is evaluated with data collected from 13 meeting sessions and the RMS
error of the speaker position estimates varies approximately from 40 cm to 140
cm averaged over the whole recording, and the average error over all recordings is
approximately 80 cm.
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4.4.3 Conclusions on [P5]
The presented DOA based speaker localization system is designed a for meeting room
scenario. However, the system can be used in other scenarios where the intra-array
distances are relatively small. Otherwise, [P5] should integrate an approach such
as [P4] to acknowledge source-to-array propagation times. The accuracy of [P4] in
general is acceptable for many applications. The performance is most degraded by
the quality of the DOA. For instance, [P5] lacks a Speech Activity Detection (SAD)
subsystem. Air-conditioning and other noise sources may be the dominant sound
source from time to time, which results in large errors. Including SAD, tracking
schemes such as Kalman and particle filtering are likely to enhance the performance,
but increase the computational burden. Therefore, it depends on the demands
of the applications whether additional DOA improvement techniques should be
implemented.
4.5 TDOA Based Source Localization
There are several techniques to localize a sound source from TDOA estimates.
Iterative and closed-form estimates have been developed and a summary can be
found e.g. in [Per09]. Closed-form techniques are attractive due to computational
efficiency and they can be used as initialization for more accurate methods.
Relying on TDOA, the success and accuracy of source localization, as well as the
general self-localization problem, depends directly on the quality of the TDOA data,
which is affected by a reverberant environment, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the
chosen time-delay estimation method. Some time-delay estimation methods take into
account the target signal type and the acoustic environment (see Section 2.2 and
[KC76]). Next, two closed-form TDOA based localization methods are presented.
More comprehensive reviews can be found in [SL06] and in [Per09].
4.6 Sound Source Localization Using Range Differences
The range difference between microphone k ∈ 1, . . . ,M and reference microphone
m0 is
∆tk0 · c = dk0 = ||r −mk|| − ||r −m0||, (4.6)
where ∆tk0 is the TDOA estimate for microphone pair (k, 0), c is speed of sound, dk0
is the distance between microphone 0 and k, r = [rx, ry, rz]
T is the source position,
and mk = [mx,my,mz]
T denotes the microphone position in Cartesian coordinates.
Rearranging and squaring (4.6), it follows that
||r −mk||2 = (dk + ||r −m0||)2 (4.7)
The expansion of the above yields
dk||r −m0||+ (mTk −mT0 )r = bk, (4.8)
where
bk =
1
2
(||mTk ||2 − ||mT0 ||2 − d2k)
The above is a generalization of the presentation in [SL06], where the reference
microphone is at the origin, i.e., m0 = [0, 0, 0]
T . The generalized formulation is also
derived in [Fri87].
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4.7 Unconstrained Least Squares Method (UC)
Let us define
y(r) =
[
R0
r
]
,Θ =

d10 m
T
1
d20 m
T
2
...
...
dM0 m
T
M
 , b =

b1
b2
...
bM
 , (4.9)
where R0 is the distance to the reference microphone. The least squares criterion is
JUC = ||Θy(r)− b||2 (4.10)
and its LS solution is
y˜ = (ΘTΘ)−1ΘTb (4.11)
[SA87a, SL06]. The source location estimate is the lower part of y˜:
r˜ =
[
0 I
]
y˜, (4.12)
where 0 is a vector of zeros, I is an identity matrix of size Rd×d, and d is the dimension
of the coordinate space. The first element of y should be R0. However, in (4.10) the
dependence is ignored (hence the term unconstrained). Thus, the first element of
estimator y˜ does not have an interpretation of range.
4.7.1 Performance of Unconstrained Least Squares Method
In [SA87a] the spherical interpolation (SI) method is introduced, which is developed
based on the (4.12) estimator. In [SL06], it is stated that the SI method is identical
to the Unconstrained Least Squares Method and therefore the performance reported
for SI is same as that of (4.12). The performance of SI is presented in two simulated
setups where the source is 454.5 and 1467 distance units away (the authors of [SA87a]
specify no absolute metric) from the microphone array. The measurement errors are
simulated by adding white noise to distance differences. In the scenario where source
is at the distance of 454.5, the root mean square error between the ground truth and
the estimated coordinates is approximately 2 distance units and when source is at
the distance of 1467, the error is 28.6 distance units. The standard deviation of noise
was 0.1 distance units.
4.8 Extended Unconstrained Least Squares Method
(UCExt)
An extension to UC method is to use more than one reference microphone, which
results in more TDOA measurements. In the following formulation two reference
microphones are used. The formulation is based on [GS08, PMH12].
As in the case of UC, the LS solution for UCExt can be written as
y˜UCExt = (Θ
T
UCExtΘUCExt)
−1ΘTUCExtw. (4.13)
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In this case the measurement matrix ΘUCExt is
ΘUCExt =

d10 0 (m1 −m0)T
d20 0 (m2 −m0)T
...
...
...
dM0 0 (mM −m0)T
0 d1N (m1 −mN)T
0 d2N (m2 −mN)T
...
...
...
0 dMN (mM −mN)T

, (4.14)
where dij are range differences between two microphones:
dij = ||r −mi|| − ||r −mj||
w is defined as follows
w = [w10, w20, . . . , wM0, w1N , w2N , . . . , wMN ]
T , (4.15)
where wij =
1
2
(||mi||2 − ||mj||2 − d2ij).
The estimator y˜UCExt is written as follows.
y˜UCExt(r) =
R0RN
r
 (4.16)
The final source location estimate is
r˜ =
[
0 0 I
]
y˜UCExt(r). (4.17)
4.8.1 The Performance of Extended Unconstrained Least Squares
Method (UCExt)
The performance of [GS08] is similar to that of the Steered Response Power (SRP) [DSB01]
based source localization system. The UCExt method achieves similar performance
to SRP with the PHAT weighting method. The drop of computational cost compared
to SRP-PHAT ranges from 15 to 60 times depending on the number of reference
microphones. Increasing the number of reference microphones lowers the positioning
error.
4.9 Conclusions on Closed-Form TDOA Based Localization
The localization methods that use TDOA directly assume a spherical wave propa-
gation model and the localization is a non-linear optimization problem. Therefore,
closed-form solutions are desirable in many applications of this localization technique.
The closed-form methods [SA87a][GS08] contain linearizations of the non-linear prob-
lem, which can lead to inaccuracies in positioning. A hybrid method that uses the
closed-form solution as initialization is presented in [PK05] and therefore the search
can be much faster while retaining the accuracy of the localization via optimization.
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Furthermore, using closed-form solution as initialization prevents the algorithm from
converging to a wrong local optimum.
Constrained closed-form methods impose additional requirements for the solution.
However, solving the constraint parameters often requires iterative methods as e.g.
in [HBEM01]. A closed-form approximate least squares (LS) method is presented
in [SL06] that utilizes the dependence between the elements of vector y(r) of (4.9).
The least squares criterion is rewritten using (4.10) and (4.11) and the result is
linearized in the vicinity of the unconstrained solution y˜ using a Taylor series
expansion. Clearly, the accuracy of the approximate LS method is dependent on
estimation errors in the unconstrained solution (4.11). Several constrained closed-form
TDOA based localization methods can be found e.g. in [BCA+14].
Chapter 5
Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis focuses on acoustic self-localization and source
localization, which belong to the realm of spatial signal processing and are used in
many applications such as speaker localization, speech enhancement, surveillance, and
entertainment (e.g., gaming). Acoustic methods for localization and self-localization
are especially useful in indoors and closed spaces where other technologies cannot be
used.
Self-localization has been researched over the years and recently its application has
shifted from microphone array calibration to ad hoc sensor networks as acoustic
sensors in consumer products are continuously proliferating. Sensors of devices such as
mobile phones can be utilized as a single unit to extract information from an acoustic
scene using, e.g., sound source recognition techniques. Accessing the spatial properties
of an acoustic scene requires the combination of the sensors into networks, to which
well-known array processing algorithms can be applied. Many self-localization systems
rely on specific calibration signals that can be distracting and impractical. Therefore
using sound sources that are a natural part of an environment makes self-localization
unobtrusive and furthermore relieves one from the use of specific signals, hardware,
and protocols. The speech signal and its utilization as a stimulus in self-localization
is one of the focal points in this thesis. The methods of the work can be utilized,
e.g., in sound localization and in speech enhancement, which require knowledge of
microphone positions, and therefore ad hoc microphone arrays benefit from self-
localization as the underlying technology. Besides recording raw audio, surveillance
applications can benefit from spatial information provided by technologies presented
in this thesis.
The self-localization methods developed so far introduce certain assumptions and one
of the focus areas and the work in progress in self-localization is getting rid of the
assumptions and advancing towards more blind cases, where operation happens on
minimum a priori knowledge. However, in many applications certain assumptions are
reasonable and are useful to exploit in the design of the self-localization method. On
the other hand, developing generic self-localization methods opens new application
areas and helps utilization of data collected by heterogeneous sensor networks.
The development of the methods towards ad hoc sensors and consumer-level equip-
ment have been important factors during this thesis. The motivation of development
of a self-localization method in most recent works [P1][P2] has arisen from an applica-
tion (e.g, utilization of mobile devices in a meeting) and therefore some assumption on
the scenario are reasonable and exploitable. The assumptions on the self-localization
scenarios made in these methods include knowledge of the source count. However, a
source enumeration subsystem can be integrated into the self-localization systems
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using, e.g., Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) as input. Well-known techniques such
as Multiple Target Tracking (MTT) can be applied in more complicated scenarios at
the expense of computational cost and online operation.
This thesis studied sound source localization using multiple arrays with known mi-
crophone geometries[P4][P5], which was the early work and motivation for work on
self-localization. The sound source localization methods that use direction measure-
ments from the target are quite mature and are already in use in many applications.
One challenge is the requirement of having a framework, hardware, and protocols to
collect and communicate the direction estimates to a common processing unit for
localization. As with the self-localization from TDOA, Direction of Arrival (DOA)
based source localization requires mitigation for outliers, which can result from poor
SNR, reverberation, and lower quality hardware. Furthermore, sources, other than
those of interest, may need to be acknowledged in some applications. Therefore,
DOA based source localization benefits from MTT techniques, but the increase in
computational cost and processing delay has to be considered in each application.
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